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PR~FACK

This work becan as a listing of abstracts of laws pertaining to
religion and an investigation of those institutions revealed therein;
bht its scope has enlarged to. consist of a listing of those laws, an
~ndex

to that list, and a fairly extended history of the evolution of

neal religious freedom in Virginia.

Mr. P. A. Bruce and others have

eovered the field of describing those institutions far better than I
could, so that there·was no use attempting to d'lplicate their work.
My efforts have oeen directed' to studying the source and efrect of
those laws which were most important in the evol,::.tion of complete
religious freedom in Virginia.
The paper is divided into a chronological compilation of abstracts
of the laws; a modified topical index to those aostracts; and a somewhat more extensive investigation of the period which has not, so far
as I am aware, heretofore oeen

treat~d

fully.

In compiling the laws,

it was extremely diffic•1lt to determine which laws pertained to
religion and which did not.

In those border-line cases, such as those

dealing with marriage and divorce, I have included them.
In treating a subject from the viewpoint of what legislatJon
reveals, one has to recognize the llmitations of the revealing powers
of laws.

Besides the fact that legislation notoriously lags far be-

hind actual developments, it ob :::;c·1res its causative forces by legalistic terminology and more or less specious preambles; but one may be
ass•1.red that it s Joner or later reflects landmarks in developments,
and that is what this study aims to treat.
treat all phases fllly, of course.

It has been impossible to

Therefore the footnotes indicate

references for more min11te investigation, and the index may also be of
some aid in that direction.
I should like especially to recognize publicly my indebtedness to
Rev. G. MacLaren Brydon, Treasurer of the Episcopal Diocese of Virginia,
and an authority ·on Virginia church history, for his aid to me.

E.T.G.

RELIGION IN THE VIRGINIA STATUTES
It has generally been recognized

~)y

historians of the relations of

Church to State in Virginia that the history divides itself into three
g\qneral periods:
nlf

the pertod of the unquestioned sunremacy of the Church

England in Virginia, the period of struggle by dissent.ers from that

church for religious toleration, and the period of str11ggle for complete
1.
.
religious freedom. However, it appears that most of these historians
have accepted the Act for Religio·1s Freedom as a definitive separation
of Church and State, whereas it really only marked the point of depart'Ire for a struggle for actual relit;ious freedom.
It appears to the writer, therefore, that in addition to the three
aforementioned phases there are two other more of less definite phases
in the relationships of Church and State before there colld be said to
be absolute and undiscriminating religious freedom in Virginia.

The

fourth phase will be termed, for lack of a more expressive term, the
perjod of liq·Iidation; that is, tte period in which the property and
special privileges of the former .bxtablished Ch'l.rch were grad'tally restored to the State and div"ded equally among all

denom~nations.

The

fifth phase, at first an almost impereeptible continuation of the preceding one, is the period in which the vtate manifested the extreme
policy of entirely ignoring, or at least avoiding any overt relations
with religious institutions until apparently it finally became avmre of
the inexpedtency of such a policy and took a more liberal view.

It seems

that this per.:od might well be named the leaninc;-over-backward period.
It is best

~anifested

in the refusal of the Stute Legislature to in-

corporate a theological seminary until the year 1854.
The period of tbe

unque~>tioned

S'lpremacy of the Established Church

extends from the first years of the Virginia colony's existence to
2.
about 1649. Even the early ch1-1rters of the colonies bound the colonists
1.
- - - - - - - - - - H. R. Mcilwaine, The Stru~ le of Protestant Dissent~rs For
Religious Tolerat:1_on in 'J~.rginia Johns Hopkins 'Jni ver si ty Studies
in Historical and Political Science, Twelfth 3eries, 18~4), p.l75
(Hereafter cited as wc~lwaine, p.l?ti).
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3.
tJo guard against the papal reli;_;ion

and asserted the rower of the

~he

royal Governor and the lacal co1ncil certain po1ers with regard to
4.
be came. At the f::trst meet:lnJ: ·.Jf the loiJ;i.E;latnrc, :~nd at ·,wnotlcalty

hll of those in that early period,

.a large part of the law-making con-

si.sted in providing for the Church of England.

They provided that there

sho1ld oe a ho1se of worship in every plantation, that the worship was
to be strictly in accordance with the canons of the Church of England,
that persons who absented themselves from divine services, incLtding the
ministers, were to be severely fined, that (in order to protect the very
few available ministers), anyone dispara<_;ing a minister sho·tld be
heavily fined, and that t!1e

minL~ters 1

salaries were to be ded11cted be-

fore any of their parishioners could otherwise dispose of their to5.
bacco. Laws subsequent to these were along the same lines, providing
rninntely for the salaries and d·1ties of the ministers, church-wardens,
the administration of the oath of s1premacy, the marriage ceremony,
p'mishment· oC ')ffenses against moral1 ty, disabling from office-holding
"popish recusants'' and other refusing to take the oaths of allegiance

o.

and

s~tpremacy,

G.nd so on.

The first evidence of an intention on the part of the Government
to suppress or oppress the P·J.ri tan gro lp which had grown up in one
7.
section of the colon;r was the act of Assembly of February 1 lt33l, although
8.
there had previously been enactments mildly to the same effect. It is
not known to what extent tho P·tritans were persec'tted in the enforcement
of this act, if at all.

It is known, however, that with the accession

Go~ernor Berkeley" the per sec 'l t::.on of ?'lri tans began in
9.
earnest. Two nets pa.Jsc;d 'by the General Assembly in 1642 were aimed at

of

11 bigot ed

2.

3.

Cf •. Ibid. ,p.l75 4.
i'ltll tam ':1aller
••• , 1, 97-98, 1819-Ioid., p.95

5.

6.

H~min,:s,

The Statutes At Laree,

7.

Ibid.,pp. 122-124
Ibid.,pp. 144-269, nassim
D.R.Randall, A
Prtri tan Ca~_o_ny in l;iar;i)ax:!,S!. t Johns li()pkins Uni v~r:::~. ty ,)h.1.dies in HistorIcal and Political Sclence, Fourth.~eries, 188b),p.8; Hening, I, 155
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P'J.ri tans, one prescribinz -th.qt the Book of Com11.on Prayer nho,:ld h'=·

~'he

10.

the foundation of all religious services in the calony,
p~oviding

and the other

that all nonconfermists were to be compelled to depart from
11.

~he

colony.

~assed

In 1647 the Assembly, at Governor Berkeley's instigation,

a more specific act of intolerance, providing that those minis-

ters who refused to read common prayer were not ent ·. tled to any tithes
12.
6~

duties from their parishtoners.
In spite of

a11

act of1 Parliament, duri·ng the period when England

\vas a Commonwealth under Cromwell, which ':lrohibi ted the 'lse of the Book
1

of Common Prayer, Berkeley continued his persecution of the settlement
of Puritans in Nansemond
13.
Maryland.

Jount~r

mtil tho:r emiGrated Glnost en masse to

During this whole period the laws had been unrelenting toward the
papists, partly because it was tho 1.1ght that a papist could not be "at
1 11.

heart, a loyal
terri tory of

~nglishman"

Vir~inia

and the "claims of Catholic Spain upon the
15.

were not to be lost sight of.·"

':rhe act of the

Assembly in 16,13 seems to be the first Virginia law ex'lressly providing for the deportati.on of "popish pr2.ests 11 and disaoling "popish re16.
cusants 11 from holdint; office in the civil government. There surely was
no tolerance in that direction.
In theory, the Church of

V~rginia

was si1T.'!;l'r a branch of the Church

i7:

of England 1 but in respect to forms of worship, and more especially in
18.
respect to church government, it developed s~ch im1)rtant differences
19.

that in its actual workings it fell far short of true ~piscopacy."
20.
Act of 1643 had the effect of making the Governor the head of the

An

Church of Virginia 1 insofar as he ls em_; J:,vered to .:.nd .lC t tho so ministers
who have received ordinat.ton by a bishop in England.

But oy the same

act the vestries are conferred the right of presentation of ministers of
8.

9.

11.

.

Hcnin~ 1 I,l23,149.

Randall, p.lO.
Hening,I,277; Robert B. Semnle,
A History of the Rise and Progress of the Baptists in Virginia, (Beale
Edition), p.47.
10.

Hening, I, 241.

12

•Ibid., p. 341.

13

·Randall, p~. 13-14, 19.

-4tl:ieir choice to be inducted, which reduced tho JY.ver of tho Governor sub-

21.

stantially.

This is the law upon which tho vestries

hen~eforth

bssed

22.

their claim to the right of presentation.
23.
:Ln lo62.

It was re-enacted, in effect,

The vestries were placed upon their final legal basis uy the act
of the session 1661-2, providing that "twelve of the most able men of
each parish be by the major part of said parish chosen to be the vestrymen," and each of these vestries were empowered to choose from their
number, in co8peration with the min tster, two church-wardens (who 1.vere
the "guardians of the morals of the people" and the executive agents of
24.

the vestry

).

A provision which proved very important was that there-

maining members of the ve::try sho 1tld in their ovm

r~_ght

ftll Yacancies

25.

in the vestry as a result of death or removal.
This legislation was the basis of chn.rch government until the
Revolution.

Although at first the vestries consisted of the lending
26.
27.
men of the community, by virtue of thei.r election by the people, the bestowal of this power to fill its own

~acancies

tended to make it hence-

forth entirely irresponsiole to the people, in spite of
limited power it possessed over parochlal matters.

t·~,e

almost un-

Jne writer bus stated:

"Vestries fixed the amon.nt of the asses3ment for the ministers'
salary, church expenses, p()or rel-~ef, and the lncHvidnal apportionment. They transacted the parochial b~1siness and presented the mininster. As a consequence a few lrJ<ldini;; -.:;entlcmon in 0ad1 neighborhood administered religious rna tters to Sil.i t themselves, and the
great mass of parish Loners CO'tld make :10 protest. In many cases,
however, the vestries doubtless acted in accordance with public
sentiment, especially in keeping ministers' salaries as low as
possible"
28.
14.

Witness the quite general recpi_rement that irun~grants take the oaths
of allegiance and S'lpremacy (Hening, I~ 97 et seq.).
15.
16.
17.
Mcilwaine, p. 184.
Hening, I, 269.
~., 123, 144, 149.
18.
19.
Ibid., 155, 180, 240, 268-269, 433, 532 et seg.
Mcilwaine,p. 176.
20.Not fully given in Hening, I, 277 (Mcilvmine, p. 178).
22.
23.
21.
Mci1waine, p. 178.
~., p. 180.
Ibid., p. 178.
24.

Especially by virtue of Act XIII, 1661-2, Heninc, II, 52 (Mci1waine,
p. 180).

-5The -Pur:ttans having emigrated in lArge numbers to l•19ryland, the

-Rktablished Church for a time apparently saw no special tr..reat to its
dbmination, except by the "poposh rscusants", ac;ninst wbom harsh lmvs
o'ontinued to be invoked.

But along about the tlme of the overthrow of

tlhe Commom"iealth of _i;n,;land,

~-:~.akers

29.
began to emmigrate into the colony.

!n view of the natural proclivity of thooe in control of the civil government t'o resent and oppose any tendeneies :.rhich do :1ot meet w:t th their
30.
6pproval, and in view of the fact th8t most of the officers of the civil
government were also leaders in the Established Church, it is not
strange that the Assembly shOlJ.ld have passed, in the session of 1659-60,
'an act which allowed the Quakers no tolerance .whatsoeYer.
11 for

SUppressing the Quakers"

1

This act was

a:nd provided for the eX)1:tlslon Of QuakerS

already in the colony and for the prevention of the import8tion of any
31.
more Quakers. l'hls act reflected the policy inaU6'lrated· in London to
32.
rigidly suppress dissenters. T~1ere is no ev ·.clence that any Quaker
suffered the extreme penalty of the act _{ 11 to l.Je proceeded against as
33.
:f;'elons."), which may oe a l'':.·flectlon of Gharles I I 1 s d·~clarat:Lon of
34.
Br ec.h.
These

restr~_cti.ons

on the ("uakers were

~~-lite

_p:ro·o:l:::•l"J'" a :."eflection

~ot so r.tuch oi' ··1n :Jtt.1.tude of relit,;iO'J.~ inte>le:i'ance on t;.--.:.e _ps.rt o£' tl::e

governing authorities as of poli.tical necessity.

During this period of

the colony's _existence· it was constantly in danger of attack 'ay Indians,
which made it necessary that every man be prepared to defend

-- -

26.

25.
Hening, II, 44.

~

~

---- -

Mcilwaine 1 p. 181.

~

27.

Semnle, p. 47.

28.
H. J. Eckenrode, Separation of Church and State in Virginia, p.ll9;
cf. Semple, p.498. In this session of 1661-2 the supremacy of the
Church of England was again established, and the first nine acts w~e
devoted to prescri~ing minutely the government of the church. (Semple,
p. 49; Hening, II, 25-30).
29.
30.
31.
32.
Semple, p. 48
Ibid.
Hening, I, 532.
William E. Dodd,
"The Emergence of the First Social Order.in the United Statestt,
American Historical Review, XL, pp. 221, 223. (Jan.l935). Evidently
the practi~e with regard to those ~1akers who came over before 1860
was the general English practise-imprisonment (Mcilwaine, p.l88).
33.
34.
35.
Hening, loc. cit.
Mcllwaine, p. 189
Mr. MacLaren Brydon's
oral statement. It is interesting to note, in this connection, the
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his colony on a momoent' s· notice. The nature of the settlement - far-apart
pRantations and little community life - was such that it w as absolutely
necessary that all persons have arms on hand and be re,dy to muster at a
given
~or

spo~

on quick notice. The Quakers' tenets forbids them to have arms

the purpose

~f

fighting or to engage in war-like actions, and it was

f.nerefore quite beyond the intentions of the legislators that such recal35.
~itrants be allowed to dwell in the colony.
Indeed, to a certain extent a large part of the so-called persecution
nf non-conformists was in reality merely the efforts of the legislature
.
37.
36.
t;p prevent 11 dangerous l1 assembling of a " disturbing social element".
38.
There were other acts in persecution of Quakers from time to time 1 but
39.
they were noticeably less harsh. Furthermore, there were certain incantlves for the government to be rather lax in the ehforcement of such laws,
and gradually, as Quakers in certain districts became better known,

tol~

eration reached smch a state that by 1672 the act of 1663 became practic40.
ally inoperative in its extEeme provisions.
Chief among these incentives was the desire of the colonmsts for an
increased population, which was overtly manifested subsequently in the
act of 1705, which encouraged Huguenots ( who had been persecuted in their
41.
native country after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes ) to settle
at Manakin-Town 1 by exempting them from the payment of public and county
42.
levies, In 1713 German Protestants in Germanna were liltewise exempted,
43.
and other exemptions followed.
35. (cont.)
incident in 1711 when Quakers defied Governor Spotswood in refusing
military service and affirmed that if the French ahould come to their
gates they would feel constrained to 11 feed their enemies 11 , in obedienee to the Biblical injunction ( Mcilwaine, p.200).
36.
Preamble to act against Quakers, 1663 { Hening, II, 180).
37.
· Eckenrode, p.37, speaking especially of Baptists.
38.
39.
See Index to Chronology of A~stnacts.
Mcilwaine, p.l89 •
40.
41.
42.
40 Ibid. ,pp.l91-195.
Ibid, ,p.203.
Hen~ng,III, 478. The friends

-7Such was-the state of.affaira when in lo99 the Toleration Act,
w~ich

g~nia

was enacted by Parliament in 1688, was incorporated into the Vir44.
laws by reference. Mr. Haning (of whose religious affiliations,

I am unaware) notes that

11

It is surely an abuse of terms to call a law

a toleration act, which imposes a religious test on the conscience, in
drder to avoid the penalties of another law equally violating every
principle of religious freedom".
45.
Heartily agrees therewith.

And Mr. l.,)emple, and ardent Baptist,

While this provision for exempting from the penalties of not attend46.
ing the Established Church at least once in two months those who should
QUalify according to the Toleration Act of 1 William and Mary W8s a iong
~tep

forward, much depended upon the manner in which it should be ad-

ministered.

For one thing, it might not offer leniency to dissenters

who had no means of finding out how to qualify themselves "according to
47.
one act of parliament~" Mr. Hening points out that there was probably
not one person in a thousand in the colony who was at all aouainted
48.
with the exact provisions of th~s Toleration Act, and it is doubtful
that there was any immediately

aJ~a.ilable

method whereby any great num-

ber of dissenters might be able to find out those provisions.

This

position finds good support in an admission of the legislature, as late
as 1789, that " ••• {whereas) the good people of this Commonwealth may be
ensnared by an ignorance of acts of Parliament, which have been pub49.
lished in any collection of the laws ••• ".
It seems on first glance that the bnly means that such dissenters
had of finding out whether they Were so qualified was to absent themselves from the parish church over a peri_od of two months and see how
quickly they would be called before a justice of the peace and obliged
42.(cont.).
of the Established Church did not fear that th~s would endanger its
position of supremacy, because, although the church services were to
be in French, they were practically the same as those of the Church
of England (1icilwaine, p. 204}.
43.
44.
Ibid., P• 234; Hening, IV, 30o
Ibid., III, 171; Mcilwaine, p.l97.
46.
45:-Semple, p. 50.
Dr. Mcilwaine is in error in citing the Virginia law
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td pay their five shillings fine.

And, even assuming

th·~t.

such- dissent-

Ana intended to qualify themselves according to the provision of the law,
one could not be sure that there would be a justice of the peace who
would offer to administer the required oaths and declarations.

In order

tb become qualified, the dissenters were, upon their own initiative, to
50.
dttfer to take these oaths; and, in the absence of other means of finding
out that they were supposed to present themselves to the j .tstices of the
1

peace, to take these oaths, it would seem thst they would become aware
df that fact only by having been convicted of the offence once.

Hence-

forth such persons who embraced the req 1.1tred oaths and declarations
51.
would be qualified.
But such a difficulty is more apparent than real.
Toleration Act

11

Although the

is not believed to have been strictly obligatory in

Virginia" before its Incorporation into the laws of

V~ginia

in 1699,

52.
it had already been acted under in several instances before that time.
In view of the fact that Reverend Josias Mackie, a Quaker preacher, secured a license to preach at certain
County court as early as

J~ne

places from the Norfolk
53.
22, 1692, it would seem that there were
reg~stered

some dissenting ministers, at least, who in some way had secured a
knowledge of the provision of the law be which they might be q11alified
to preach. Other county courts issued preaching licenses at about the
54.
same time. We may be assured that such a vocal element of the population
were actively engaged in aporising their flocks how they might be excused from attendance at the parish ch'lrch without penalty.
46.(cont.)
as requiring attendance at the parish church at least once a month
(p.224); the act says at. least once every two months (Hening, III,
171). It was not until the act of 1705 that attendance was required once~ month. (Hening, III, 358).
47.
48.
49.
Hening, loc. cit.
Ibid.
Preamble to Act of Nov. 25, 17P9.
50.
1 William and Mary, Seas. 1, Ch. 18 (The Statutes At Large of
. England and of Great Britain, John Raithby, ed., Vol. 3, p. 263).
51.
52.
53.
Ibid., Article III.
Semple, p.5o.
Mcilwaine, p. 199.
54.
Ibid., p. 220.
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Those disseneers so exempted were to be deprived of the benefit of the
55.
e~emption if they attended an assembly of dissenters behincf locked doors.
,c
The toleration certainly stopped shprt of exempting those ·dissenters from
56.

supporting the Established Church by parish levies , a dispensation which
~as

not realised until after the passage of the Act for Religious Freedom.
Thus ended the period of struggle for nominal religious toleration.The

struggle for real toleration is particularly well typified by - and largely
hinged on - the case of the Rev. Samuel Davies. There had been a great deal
of disturbance among loyal churchmen over the fact that
ers, unlicensed and preaching

to~resbyterians

11

itinerant" preach-

in unlicensed houses, were

7iolently attacking the Established Church. Governor Gooch, although very
·much incensed by the matter, was not disposed to persecute these "New Lights
but suppressed only those who had not complied with the Toleration Act,and
in doing so he abode within the letter of what hw was required by law to
5'7.
do.
The

Davie~

case concerned the construction of the Toleration Act wit h

respect to the number of cOngregations a minister might preach to, or the
58.
number of the houses which might be licensed for him to preach in. ~~. Davies, succeeding Rev. John Rodgers, had built up such a reputation and following that he found himself in great demand as a preacher. By 1'748 he had
59.
secured from the General Court a license to preach in seven meeting houses.
The General Court considered that "under the most liberal construction of
the law possigle, seven meeting-hpuses were certainly enough for a man who

55.

------56.------

5'7.
Raithby, loc. cit., Art.V.
Ibid 9 , Art. VI.
Mcilwaine, pp.21458:- - 215.
Bishop William Meade, Old Churches, Ministers and Families
of Virginia, I, 429 et ~·
-59.
The General Court had usurped the right of licensing dissenting ministers and places of worship from the county courts ( Mcilwaine,p. 220).

-11.o~

the

dissenter~

co8peration in· resisting .the threat of. the French and
64.
Irldians. The effect of the controversy over the mtnisters 1 salaries
slightly more positive, in that it alienated the people still more

wd~

strongly from the Established Church, and dissension in the Established
65.
Church meant strengthening the dissenters in numbers and influence.
During the per:tod of the French and Indian War, the two most
significant acts were the one of MRrch 1756 for "disarming Papists and
66.
reputed Papists refusing to take oaths to the government" and the act
67.
df April 1757, ."to explain appointment and resignation of vestrymen."
Both of them reflected the prevailing distrust in America and in Eng~and

of all things popish or in any way traceaule to the ¥rench.

The

·first required that a person suspected of ueing a papist should be administered the oaths which had been substituted by Parliament .for the
68.
oaths of allegiance and supremacy. The second continued in efrect the
practice o'f filling a vacancy in the vestry by election by the remaining vestrymen, but the elected vestrymen were required to take the
same oaths as in the above act and in addition an oath of allegiance
69.
to the doctrine of Catholic exclllsion from the English throne.
Those oaths which were substituted for the former oaths of
allegiance and supremacy are as follows:
{a) "I, A. B., do sincerely promise and swear that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to his Majesty King George: So Help
Me God."
(b) 11 I, A. B~, do swear that I do from my heart abhor, detest, and
abjure, as impious and heretical, that damnable doctrine and posi. tion that Princes excommunicated or deprived by the Pope, or any
Authority of the See of Rome, mAy be deposed or murdered by their
subjects, or any whatsoever. And I do declare that no forei.gn
Prince, Person, Prelate, State, or Potentate hath or ought to have
any Power, Superiority, Preeminence, or Authority, Ecclesiastical
or Spiritual, within this Realm: So Help Me God~"
70.
66.
65.
Mcilwaine, p.231.
Ibid., p.233.
Haning, VII, 35-39.
67.
68.
---- 69.
70.
Ibid., p.l32.
Infra
Hening, loc. cit.
I George I , Stat • 2,
~13, Art. I (1714) (Raithby, Vol. 4, p.280)
64.

-12-Although the additional oath referred to by the act of Assembly concerning vestrymen, contained in an act of parliament in 1714, is much too lengtay to be quoted in full here, the substance of it is that the vestryman
taking the oath pledges perpetual allegiance to

Xi~g

George and to his suc-

cessors who inherit the crown legally, according to the act of
passed in 1700 ( by which only the

Protest~nt

~arlirument

heirs of Princess Sophia

might succeed to the throne), and declares himself opposed to any thereby
71.
~llegal attempts to usurp the throne.
The total obvious effect of a ves.tryman' s subscribing to these oaths
would be that he would, if conscientious in his vows, be loyal to the lawful
King, and that a papist would be barred from becoming a vestryman, since
the second oath almost certainly involves the renunciation of one of the
·cardinal principles of papism, and the third oath binds him to recognise
that only Protestants ha2e the right of succession to the English throne.
The Parson's Cause concerned whether or not the ministers of the Established Church might be deprived of their salaries in the form which had
been provided for by act of the Assembly with the assent of the King, by
72.
a superseding act of the Assembly without the assent of the King. The case
hinged so intimately upon the status of the clergy before the civil government that a short review of the statutory provisions with respect to the
clergy'a salary may be &n order. Semple has outlined it thus :
" The first allowance made to the ministers was ten pounds of tobacco
and a bushel of corn for each tithable; and every laboring person, of
what qualit~ or condition soever, was bopnd to contribute.(73) In the
year 1631 the Assembly granted to the ministers besides the former allowance of ten pounds of tobacco and a bushel of corn, the twentieth
aalf, the twentieth kid and the twentieth pig.(74) T~is was the first
introduction of t~thes, properly so called, in Virginia. But it did not
continue long for in 1733 [1633 ?] the law was repealed ••• " ( 75).
11
A levy of fifteen pounds of tobacco per the poll was laid, in the
year 1655, upon all tithables,- the surplus of which, after paying the
minister's salary, was to be laid out in purchasing a glebe and· stock
for the m~nister.(76) This law was re-enacted in the revisal of 1657.(77)
71.

- - - - 727 - - - - - - - - - Raitbby, loc, cit.·
"The Parson's Cause 11 , unpublished manuscript
(term paper) by the present writer; cf. also Eckenrode, ~.cit., pp.
20-30.
73.
74.
75.
76.
Haning, I, 124.
Ibid., 159.
Ibid., 207
Ibid. ,400
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After the restmration of Charles II, which happened on the 29th of May
1!60, a temporary provision was again made for the Established Church.tt 78
In the acts of 1661-62, devoted to the res~oratton of the Church of
uGlebes wereedirested to be procured for the ministers, and convenient houses built thereon; in addition to which their salaries were
fixed at~ 80 per annum, at least, besides their perquisites(7g) ••••
The salary of the ministers was first settled at 16000 pounds of tobacco, in the year 1696, to be levied by the vestry on thetithables of their
parish (80), and so continued to the Revolut~on (81). Any ministersadmitted into a parish was entitled to all the spiritual and tempor~l rights
thereof; and might maintain an action against any person who attempted
to disturb him in Ms possession. 11 (82)

~ngland,

In 1755, due to the failure of the tobacco crop and its consequent ina~ease

in value, the Assembly, in order to relieve the people of having to

the normal 18000 pounds of tobacco at the prevailing exorbitant price,

p~y

passed an act enabling the people to discharge their tobacco debts "••• either in tobacco or in money, at the rate of sixteen shillings and eight
83.
pence ( the ordinary market price:J for every hundred pounds ••• " , and it
84.
had re-enacted it in 1758, without a suspending clause. The series of litigations among the clergy, on the one hahd, for their "lawf'ulu salaries, and
the representatives of the government -"the people" - on the other, found
their focal point in the f'amed Parson's Cause, which, incidentally, constituted Patrick Henry's pebut on the political stage of' the .colony. Popular
sentiment swung almost unanimously to the side which Henry represented ,
and when the case was tried before the Henrice court Henry's oratory was so
compelling that the court violated the ancient and accepted judicial rules
and capitulated , sustaining the defendant in his refusal to pay the minister's just salary. So obvious was the popular sentiment on the question
~hat

all but two of the pending cases were immediately dropped, and theother
85.
two subsequently defeated on trivial technicalities.

z

77.
Ibid., P• 433.
·III, L5l-153 9
829

Semple, p.5o.
85.

78-: - - - - - - - --: - 79-: - so.
Semple, pp.46,48.
Hening, II, 29.
Ibid.,
81.
Re-enacted in 1727 (Ibid., IV, 204)and 1748(VI).
83.
84.
Hening, VI, 401.
Ibid., VII, 241.

"The Parson's Cause", passim.
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Just as in theperiod of absolute supremacy of the Established Chureh
the Puritans were the predominant dissenting group, and in the period of
the struggle for toleration the Presbyterians and Quakers were the reform
~~itators,

so, in the period of the struggle for religious freedom, the
86.

Baptista were the most conspicuous and irreconcilable reformists. They became an important element in the political and social life of Virginia in

8 7,.~
__. ,.....
the period immediately following the French and Indian War.(Thei~1ihat

r'adj,cal·;tikea and dislikes respecting religious, poll tical, social and
'

·,4.

economic· ideas appealed to the plain people of Virginia enough for them to
88.

b'e the fastest growing religious group

in that period of growing restless-

. rleas preceding the Revolution.
The history of the struggle for nominal religious freedom has already
89.
6een treated better than I could hope to do. Therefore my efforts ~hould
be directed towards merely outlining that legislation which forms a background for the ensuing period - that of securing real religious freedom.
The Baptists presented a problem to the authori ties. Their ministers
"'""--"

·seldom attempted to conform to the law by applying for licenses, because
they thought that the occasional refusal of licenses to them by the author90.
ities - ostensibly because of their itinerant nature - was unjustifiable.
~he

authorities, on the other hand, were very suspicious of them

their radical zeal almost '-nvariably agitated whole
'ered them, in the eyes of the government, a

11

because

cor~Jmlllni ties,

and rend91.
disturbing social element".

Suppression of this evil frequentl}I amounted to persecution of the Baptists,\
whose tender sensibilities were easily offended because of their inherent

J

92,-;.::_.J

attachment to the idea of absolute

B6.

tol~ration,

and many were

arr~ated.

[The

C.F.JAMES, Documentary History of the Struggle for__Religious Liberty
p.l82.

in~Virgini~,

87.
William T.Thom, The Struggle For Religious Freedom in Virginia : The
Baptists ( Johns Hopkins University Stddies in Historical and Politicai
Science, Eighteenth Series,l900), p. 21.
.
88.
89.
90 •
Ibid., p.37.
Mr. Thoro's monograph,~·£!!•
Eckenrode, pp.37-38

e'stablishment, from whence all their oppressions had arisen".

95.
_.to that. effect gained wide circulation and ready subscription.

t~ions

-.-:.:::.:_~--

r;t is even likely that the more radical non-conformists held out f'or

''

.,

· s~pecial considerations before they would join heartily into the Revo,
96.
lution, but it is hardly likely that the democratic Baptists were
dooosed to throwing off the yoke.

Whether as a capitulation to theirJ
..--,
--- --··
·•··· .
..
.···-conditions or ..._not,
__-...-/lthe Ass~~bly p;;~~-d act-~putt:i.ng dissen.ting min~/

.

.

.

.

•.

..

.

.

.•

..·

on an approximately equal footing with others in preaching to
97.
the armies, and Baptists and Methodists were ind~1.ced to serve by al-

~nsters

lowing them to raise their own companies and elect suoordinate offi98.
cers of their own religious denominations.
The first Virginia Constitutional Convention met on May 6, 1776
and drew up the Declaration of Rights, the sixteenth article of which
declares "That all men are equally entitled to the free exercise of
99.
religion, according tQ the dictates of conscience". In the second act
Qf the first
91.

~

92.
Ibid.

96.--

- - - - - - - -94.- -

93.
Thorn, p. 21.

~·,

p.22.

95.

Ibid., p.29.

Semple,p.25.

~~.

Brydon's suspicions in that direction find considerable support
in the impression one receives in reading a petition presented by
the Baptists on June. 20, 1776 (Semple, pp.494-495); b lt cf. also
James, op. cit., p. 183.
97.
98.
99.
Hening, IX, 9, et seg.
Ibid.,348.
~., 111; Mr. James's
comment that James Madison "rendered his name immr)rtal by his famO'lS
amendment ••• striking out toleration and inserting liberty in its
stead" does not fit into the picture, in my opinion, because I have
been unable to find the word lioerty in th:s article.
1

-16session of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth, the principle embedled in the Declaration of Rights was given some 6ffect in the "Act for exempting the different societies of Dissenters from the support and maintenance of the church as by law established, and i1:;$ministers", Furthermore,
all acts of Parliament of the nature of religious intolerance were invaltdated. The act merely declared that dissenters should be exempt from levies
for the Ba&ablished Church, and deferred the question of whether all deoominations ought to be supported by a compulsory general assessment or a
100.
voluntary contribution until a later Assembly , which left the clergy of
the Established Church without any assurance that their salaries would be
paid. They were left in a difficult position, and the difficulty in which
they found themselves as the result of the State's action in cutting off
their only source of financial support - taxation - caused a very sharp

lC
reduction in their number in the years immediately following the Revolution.
The most significant steps in the process of "liquidation" of the propc
erty and privileges which previously belonged exlusively to the Established
Church were : the Act of the Assembly (session of 1779) which rather definitively severed the most important economic bond between Church and State
102.
in Virginia , after a series of acts had merely remitted temporarily the
103.
payment of the ministers' salaries by parish levies ; the act of 1780
whieh transferred from the vestries and church-wardens certain public pow104.
ers and duties ; another act of 1~80 which conferred on a certain number
of licensed dissenting ministers the authority to perform a lawful marriage
L 100.
- - 101.--------Ibid., pp.l64-167.
G. MacLaren Brydon, "Early Days of the Diocese
of Virginia", Historical Magazine of the Protestant Episc~pal Church,
March, 1935.
102.
Hening, X, 197. This may well be considered a sequel to the Parson's
Cause, in that it was a revolt against she economic aspect of the
power of the Estsblished Church over the people (Thom, pp.35, 67).
103.
.
104.
Hening, IX, 389 e6 ~·
Ibid., X, 288-290; cf. Ibid., XII, 27-30.
}_ ()(_

.

-17beremony, thu.s breaking up the Episcopal clergy's monopoly of the mar.o-·
105
riage ceremonies and fees; the act of 1784 incorporating the Protestant
Episcopal Church, dissolving all the vestries, and empowering the church
106
~o regulate its own religious concerns; Jefferson's masterpiece, the Act
107
Establishing Religious Freedom, passed in the session of 1786; the act of
[786, inspired by a storm of protesting petitions from the other re108
[igious denominations, repealing the act incorporating the Protestant
!Episcopal Church and putting it on an equal basis with all other denom~nations

by providing for regulation of all its affairs by appointed
109
trustees; a'nd supplemented by a subsequent act providing that the trustees of The Protestant

Church should hold and manage all pro110
perty which had been vested in the former vestries; the act of the ses~piscopal

sion of 1798 which recognizes the incompatibility of certain former acts
of the Assembly with the Declaration of Rights and repeals all of those
in any way touching upon religious suojects, leaving the subject of·-religion to be referred entirely to the people's conscience-the so-called
111.
reconstruction act; and, finally, the act of 1801 providing for the sale
of vacant glebe lands and those whose incumbents should subsequently decease or remove, upon the principle that the act for the reconstruction of
the Bill of Rights tacitly recognized - that all the property which had
been granted the late Established Church by the public reverted to the
112.
State upon its demtse.
Thus can we trace the wavering policy of a legislature with respect
to a vague fundamental idea, with militant organizations diametrically
- - - - - - - - opposed
106.
105.
Ibid., pp.36l-363; cf. XI, 281,503-505
Ibid., PP• 532-537.
108.
10'7:-!£1£., XII, 84-86.
Brydon, _l_o_c~·--c~i~t., p. 29; Eckenrode, p.ll9.
110.
III.
109.
Hening, XII, 266.
~., p.705.
Statutes At Large (Shepherd's
New Series), II, 149.
112.
Ibid., PP• 314-316; cf. Brydon, p.29.
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their construction of the fundamental idea.

~his

It is not strange that

period of legislative liquidation of rights and privileges vested in

one body under the influence of monarchy should have been so apparently
vaccillating.

For one thing, the idea was so new and ill-defined in the

ninds of people in terms of practicable specific policies that it had to
be experimented with,ljust as a·novice .at any new process of performance
nust experiment in many directions before he hits upon the best) and just
I

as the national government was at that very time engaged in the same process of making an idealistic idea practicable.

For another thing, the

vast amount of vested interests involved made it necessary that a process of liquidation be gradual rather than precipitate - so that the
slow formulation of the idea in the thinking of many legislators was
well calculated to avoid precipitate interference with vested interests.
A.nd, finally, the nature of the subject, religious, made it necessary
to handle it carefully

C

with rubber gloves, if you please:J especially

in view of the strength of both the opposing factions.
At any rate, by 1802 the law was enacted which completed the separation of Church and State in Virginia.

In· the administration of the law

for the overseers' of the poor taking possession of all real estate owned
by the Episcopal Church which had been raised through taxatlon, three
classes of property were supposed to be exempted from seizure:

church

buildings, property which was then being used by the lawful incumbent,
113.
and real estate which had been devised to the church by wills of donors.
Although the Churches had been erected with public money for the most
114.
part, it seems that it would have oeen unfair to deprive the Episcopal
Church of that property.

As to the second ·class of property exempted, it

was seized gradually as the lawful incumbents gradually died or moved
away during the
113.
Shepherd (New Series), II, 314-316; cf. also E. w. Peet, "God's
Mercy and Man's Ministry"; Historical Magazine of the Protestant
Egiscopal Church, Vol. II, No.3 (September, 1933), p. 32.
114.
Brydon, P• 42 •.

~ucceeding

115.
-19few ,years.
With respect to the third class of property ex-

however, there is fairly good evidence to show that the exemp116.
tiona were not overly respected in the administration of the law. rEveil:
~mpted,

~onsidering

the natural Episcopalian proclivities of Mr. Brydon, it can-

not reasonably be supposed that he fabricated the story of two conspi~uous

cases in which the overseers of the poor in one parish sold tracts

~f glebe-land for the benefit of the county, expressly tndicating the

tracts sold by the names of their original donors to the Church ("Allen's
lands", etc.) in the deeds of transfer, which apparently constitutes an )
117.
\
explicit admission of the high-handedness of such a procedure.
~/
I

At this point in the development of the relations between the State
and religious societies began ·the imperceptible transition from the
fourth to the fifth phase of those relations.

The advance thus far con-

sisted in putting all religious societies on an absolutely equal basis
with respect to provileges they were to enjoy.

No one church was pat-

ronized by the State and no church was burdened especially by the laws
of the State.

In fact, the State having.attained that state of relig-

ious freedom in which its primary duty with respect to religion seemed
to be to leave it strictly alone, the legislators apparently determined
to "stand pat" on that accomplishment and to manfully refuse to yield to
any petitions for the State's entering into any relationships with religious institutions.

And that was the attitude which characterized the
118.
legislatures and constitutional conventions from about 1804 until 1854,
•
whil~ the attitude was typically manifested in the vain efforts of various religious denominations to secure charters of incorporation for
some of their agencies or even for themselves as churches.
'-{!_t has been

suggeste~, _ a~d-v~r: ~l~u~i~l:,

I think, that one of

th~

117.
115.
116.
Ibid., p. 43.
Brydon, p.43.
Ibid.; personal discussion with
Mr. Brydon.
118.
When the Virginia Court of Appeals upheld the constitutionality of the act of resumption of the glebe-lands, in the case
of Turpin vs, Lockett (6 Call 113).

·
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Jrincipal reasons why some o:f the younger denominations weDe more irrecon-/
~ilably

opposed to incorporation of churches thmn the older one was that

borne had less property than the others to protect, and - the general object o:f incorporation being to make the propertymof the corporation more
:~ecure

~osed

- those who had least property were the ones who most violently· op'119.
.
I
the incorporation. Ignoring, for the moment other factors which wilt

)e considered later, we may tally the scores thus :i In 1784, whe.n the As.....

. ..

l

sembly.had under consideration the resolution providing that
" ••• it is the opinion o~ this connnittee C o:f the whole house j, that
acts ought to pass for the incorporation of all societies of the Christian religion, which may apply for the same", (120)
I

lit is perfectly obvious that the Protestant Episcopal Church was by farthe
wealthiest church in the State and, by the same token, had the most interest
in protecting its property. That the Epie.copal Church was the sole petition121.
'
e~ for such an act , and that, although the resolution provided that " acts
ought to pass for the incorporation of

..

ill societies ••• which may apply",

the Episcopal Church was the only one to apply for incorporation, seems
ample evidence that the other religious congregations did not possess enough
property at that time to move them to secur4 their property by applying for
122.
incorporation, as they were entitled to do.
Furthermore, the ~resbyterian Church was next in age to the former Est123.
ablished Church , having grown up in the period of struggle for nominal religious toleration, and consequently probably owned more property than the
younger Baptist Church. The wording of a recommendation of a House Committee
on Religion on June 8, 1784, that so much of the Episcopal ~ Presbyterian
.
1~
petitions " as relates to an incorporation of their societies is reasdmable"
seems on the surface to confirm this thesis, but there were certain factors
125.
which qualified and partially contradicted the committee~s report. The Pres- - -1207' - - - 119.
121.
Eckenrode, p.92.
Suggestion of Mr. Brydon.
Ibid., p.78.
122.
William Wirt, Sketches of the Life and Character of Patrick Henry,~.!60j

-21126
byterians were quite opposed to the bill incorporati~g the Episcopal Church
l:27
and did not apply for incorporation of their society ; ~he act of incorporatien aroused the Presbyterian opposition and was in large part responsible for their strong stand, in company with the BapDists 1 for complete
128.
separation of Church and State.
The Baptists seem to have been so occupied with their fight for equal
privmleges with respect to the performance of the marriage ceremony, the
129.
inequality of the vestry law provisions , and the opposition to the pro130.
posed general assessment bill 1 that they seem not to have ser~ously op131.
posed the incorporation bill at the time it was being considered ; but
t~ay

awoke when the bill was passed, and, the general assessment bill - a-

gainst which most Baptists seem to have been convinced that they were the
132.
133.
only organised opponents - having been defeated on the third reading 1
complained of the favoritism of the Govermment towards one society in strong
134.
terms.
At that time the Baptist Church was a young but lusty and growing infant and consequently had very little property to protect and secure by incorporation. But as it grew in size and wealth during the first half of the
nineteenth century, the need for securing its property began to pinch more
135.
and more and evidently facilitated a growth of a more conservative attitude
with respect to Statw incorporation of religious societies, among some of
its

members~

In 1790 the Episcopal Church, though wealthier, was on the de-

cline in its conservative influence on the glbvernmental policy, amd the
Baptist and Presbyterian Churches had comparatively little property and were

123.
Neglecting for the moment the question of whetheD the Society of Frienc
(Quakers) might be older.
.
124.
Journal of the House o£_Delegates, May, 1784; cited by Eckenrode, p.79.
125.
. 126.
.
127.
.
128.
.
129.
.
Ibid., p.1,. ~·I p.8l.
Ibid., p.79.
~·, p.l07.
Ibid. I
130.
.
131.
132.
pp. 77, 85.
ijemple, p.97.
Eckenrode, p. 85.
Semple, p.98.
13:3.
134.
December 24, 1784 (Eckenrode, pp. 102,113).
~., p.ll9.

-22i.n the ascendant in their progressive influence. for more complete -separ!ltion of Church and State; but by the middle of the nienteenth century,
the former dissenting group was dominant b.oth in numbers and in wealth,
and - apparently in substantiation of the aphorism that ownership of
wealth ever exerts a conservative influence - the general sentiment in
the direction of limited security of property of religious agencies was
136.
reflected in the attitude of a laree number of the legislators.
After the repeal of the act of incorporation of the Protestant
Episcopal Church and the resumption of the glebe lands, there ensued a
period in which many educational societies, usually of a denominational
1

character, applied for charters of incorporation for their institutions
137.
of learning.
The philosophy of Thomas Jefferson, whole-heartedly endorsed by the
Baptists, was that the "state was in no wise to concern itself with re138.
ligionu and the adherence of the legislature to that principle was quite
clearly apparent in their refusal to incorporate any religious sects,
11

To enable them to hold and administer more conveniently for the religious .objects of the petitioning sect, property to a limited
amount, voluntarily contributed for those purposes." (139).

The same attitude was no less.apparent in the policy of the legislature
towards incorporating educational institutions.

It refused to to in-

corporate theological seminaries, as a matter of course, and undertook
to insure that the State should not be an unknowing accomplice in the
matter of denominational theological instruction by inserting in the
charters of those institutions which it did incorporate a provision prohibiting the establishment of any theological professorships therein,
or else ex135.
Semple indicates an instance as early as 1807 where the Baptists felt
the need of more security for their property (op. cit., p. 135).
136 •
.The substance of the opinion of Mr. Brydon, as expressed in conversation. The fact that the legislators were perfectly willing to encourage the growth of Christian principles whenever they considered it
safe to do so is attested by their grant qf a charter of incorsoration
to the Bible Society of Virginia in 1813 \Acts of Assembly, 18 8-1815,
p. 120).
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pressly reserving to the State the right to revise, modify or revoke the
140.
~harter at will. It was the Jeffersonian philosophy being reflected in
the legislature 1 s refusing to allow the Government to support cil>lleges·
rdth schools of divinity. Such, they held, was contrar:,t to the Declaration
141.
.
)f Rights • This influence on the followerecof Jefferson, and especially
1pon the Baptists, whose principal temporal pride lay in the fact that they
were historically the chief protagonists of the complete avoidance of any
. 142.
semblance of State intervention in religious affairs , was no doubt a quite
~onsiderable

factor in the prolongation of the leaning-over-backward period

)f legislative inactivity.
The principal difficulty: in the way of securing any favorable .llommitnent of the legislature on these questions concerning religious institutlons was that the tide of public opinion had swung so far from the conserv143.
ative reaction of 1784-85 and toward the Jeffersonian principles, that
the legislators were " church-shy "• Whenever any questions concerning the
Church arose, the

Ac~

for Religious Freedom ( which was reverenced by them

as much as the fundamental law, although it was not incorporated into the
Constitution until 1830) presented itself to their minds and apparently in144.
hibited any actmon. Any applications of religious societies for legislative

z

137.
See Index·
,, to Chronolo_ gy of Abstracts, "Incorporation of Theological
Seminaries.
138.
· Sadie Bell, The Church, The State, And Edu~ation in Virginia, p.209.
139.
Virginia Reports, 11 Leigh 133.
140.
141.
142.
Ibid., p.209.
Revised Code of 1819, I, 38, et ~·
Bell, p. 189.
143.
144.
Eckenrode, p. 108 et ~·
An illuminating instance is given by an
Episcopalian minister, which may, of course, be slightly: exaggerated ;
11
·
Before we [the Episcopalians] could repair the building we had
to get possession of it •••• I went to Richmond one year with our
petition. It was instantly scouted. We had permitted the word Church
to get in. We learned wisdom for the nexD year. We simply begged the
repeal of the act respecting the schoolhouse. I stayed away myself.
It pass-ed in silence e . . 11 • (Peet, loc. cit., p.32).

-24telief, according to Judge

Sta~ard,

"encountered in the Legislature the two fold objection of their incompatibility with the principles of religious freedom, declared by the
act of 1785, and of the inexpediency of exercising the power to create
such corporations, though it were constitutional to do so; and that under the influence of one or other of these objections, or of both combined, those applications were rejected by large majorities." (145).
During this period the question was romewhat confused by the failure
~f

the legislators and tr.e public generally to distinguish between two

generally divergent purposes of the applicants.
~epresented

The Episcopal Church

generally the applicant with the first purpose - that of

securing incorporation of the Church, rather than of merely securing
incorporation of agents of the Church.

Even granting that in the early

part of the struggle the problem was not susceptible of being thus diviied into two such aspects, the Episcopal Church remains in this first
~ategory,

because even as late as 1845 its petition included a request

"for a law authorizing the Religious Congregations of the State to hold
146.
property to a limited amount. ••
The Presbyterian Church best represented the second purpose of
applications
~

--- ---~

145.
Virginia Reports, 11 Leigh 133 (1840).
146.
Journal of the House of Delegates of Virginia Session 1845-46, Document 8. This in spite of an Act of Assembly of February 3, 1842 (Acts
of Assembly, 1841, p.60) purporting to secur.e any property in real estate, within certain stated limits~ to the trustees of any religious
congregation, and providing that a majority of those trustees may sue
or be sued for Sl:tCh property or its use, one member of the congregation
being authorized to institute such suit against the trustees to compel
them to use that property for·the benefit of the congregation. Where
the law cramped the Elo:i;scopal Church most· was in that it protected only
real estate, and even then it limited the amount of real estate the
church might own.
With respect to inheritances of money and so forth, the laws still
gave the church no relief. rhe fact that the courts would not entertain
any suit by a member of such a congregation to compel a trustee to use
any such devises for the benefit of the congregation, and that if the
trustee should decease his legal personal heirs might contest any devises he might make - with a fair assurance of securing the inheritance
- made the gathering of a large endowment almost an impossible task.
"Every penny left by will (or given directly) to the Seminary had to
be left or given to an individual by name (cf. Gallego's Executors v.
The Attorney-General, 3 Leigh 450), and he was not legally bound to
account for it or to use it for the purpose desired." (Goodwin, op. cit.,
I, 327).
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to the legislature. Its interest ostensibly - and even apparently - lay
solely in better securing the property of educational institutions under
religious auspices. The most conspicuous manifestation of this is the Pres:>yterian application for a charter for the " Theological Seminary of Vir147.
ginia 11 in 1815.
This introduces an element which figured only slightly in previous applications for incorporation - that of education. The Established Church
had been vitally interested in education and had established the College
148.
of William and Mary as an aid to ministerial students and had looked with
149.
favor upon the establishment of private schools such as Eaton's. The Presb.yterian Church became interested in education and was actively in favor
of incorporation of t&tsr theological seminary as one intended for all denominations (and "for the furtherance of Christianity"), anctl so stated in
their petition for a charter. But the legislature was dubious and conse150.

quently refused.

The Baptists were rather slow in undertaking educational

151.

activities.
Thefact, the question of incorporation became more and more, towards
the middle of the century, a question of whether the State would continue
to suffer the traditional dominati~n of religious motives in educational
152.
activities • It was duDing the forties and.fifties of the nineteenth century that the State began to awaken to its responsibility in the matter of
153.
education. When the State began to enter that field more extensively in
the decades prior to·the Civil War, there was need for some sort of compromise which would be suitable to the State's undertaking public education
at the same

t~me

that it reserved some little religious influence therein.

In order to circumvent-the-difficulty-that the devise to a trustee was
frequently contested by the devisee's lawful heirs, the Diocesan Convention secured the services of s~me of the best lawyers to draw up a
"Form of a Bequest", taking note of that difficulty by providing that
" ••• this le~cy is to be paid ( to the Treasurer of the Semim~ry ) •••
whether (he~··· shall.be under any legal obligation to apply it as
above described or not; it being my intention , that no kindred or other
legatee octr. mine shaal take, or be entitled to ••• any interest or trust
in the said legacy" whether the legatee should carry out the wishes of
the devisee or not.(Journal of~ Convention of the Protestant Epieco-

..;26the Jeffersonian principle of strict construction of the Act for Religious
treedom was incompatible with the State's co8peration with religious inl:ltitu'tions in tlJ.e field of education.

Indeed it appeared that education

vas "the base of a triangle which had its apex in the meeting of the lln154.
3S of church and staterr.
When that fact dawned on the legislators in
L854, they abandoned the old Jeffersonian principle of complete and ab30lute abstinence of the State from intervention in matters of religious
lnterest, and unconsciously adopted the interpretation of the principle
)f separation which meant merely a policy of co8peration with the Church
155.
vithout legal alliance.' The incorporation of the Protestant Episcopal
Seminary of Virginia in 1854 was apparently an evidence of that change
of attitude.
It h;3.s already been seen that·the legislature was very much against
the incorporation of any religious society from 1804 to 1830.

When the

Constitutional Convention of 1830 met it was faced with this question.
It was moved that there· be expressly reserved to the legislature the
power
"of incorporating by law the t~ustees or directors of any theological
seminary, or other religious society or body of men created for charitable p·~poses or for the advancement of pi~ty and learning, so as to
protect them in the enjoyment of their property and immunities, in
such case and under such regulations as the legislature might deem expedient and proper. 11
·
The motion was opposed, and when the author of the motion suggested that,
in the absence of any constitutional prohibition, the legislature might
have that power without express authorization, it was overruled by a
large majority who were of the opinion that such power ought neither to
156.

be conferred nor exercised.
vinced that

Furthermore, the representatives were con-

-------

oal Church (of) ••• Virginia, 1849, p. 70. Cf., tbo1lgh, Acts of Assembly,
1846-47, p. 66.
149.
148.
147.
Hening, II, 25, 56, etseg.
Hening, passim.
Bell, p.302.
l52.
151.
150.
Bell, pp. 649-650.
Bell,,p. 302.
1!?..1£·, pp. 205-208.
153.
154.
Acts of Assembly during that period, passim.
Bell, p. 649.
155.
156.
Ibid., p.647.
Judge Stanard, in Selden et al. v. Overseers of
the Poor, 11 Leigh 133.

-2'!:/·
~he

Act for Religious Freedom implicitly prohibited the legislature from

fncorporating religious societies,. so that, instead of expressly prohibiting the same, thay incorporated the Act for Religious Freedom into the Con157 •
.htitution.
The

~resbyterians

were denied their request

~or

incorporation of a theo-

[ogical seminary in 1815. The Baptists formed the Virginia Baptist Educat[ion Society in 1830 and established the Virginia Baptist Seminary at Richmond in 1832. Having done so, the property of the Seminary began to assume
a considerable value, and there was felt the necessity of securing the property to the Seminary by incorporating the trustees of the institution. Overcoming their previous scruples with respect to incorporation of religious
158.
societies 1 they joined with the Alexandria Episcopal Theological School
in applying for a charter. Of course·the applications
of the theological nature of the institution. The

w~re

rejected because

Baptist~,Education

Society

was faced with the alternative either of abandoning the class in theology
and applying for a charter as a liberal arts college or of not being incorporated at all.(;he Baptists had been slow to adopt the idea of sponsor.
. 159.
ing educational enterprises for the~r ministers , and they were not averse
to receding a little in that respect.')The change in nature of the institution met with the approval of most of those concerned, and when· the
of the institution asked to be incorporated as a

pure~y

officers

literary institut-

ion,the legislature acceded to the request and incorporated the Trustees
160.
of Richmond College on March 4, 1840. , including in the charter a prohib161.
ition against the establishmBnt of any theological professorship therein.
157.
Report of the Proceedings ahd Debates· of the Constitutional Convention
State of VIrSinia ( l90lj-;-f, 745.
-. 158.
. 159.
160.
Cf. Semple, p.l93.
Bell, pp.205-208.
Robert Ryland, The
Vir~inia Baptist Education Soci~ The Society- The Seminary - THe
College ( Address by same, published by Richmond College Library,
l89l), pp.l6,17; R.E.Gaines, "The Beginnings", The First Hundred
Years,·p.24.
---

-28The Episcopal Church took note of the efforts of the Presbyterians
Goward the establishment of a theological seminary, .and began, in 1815,
162.
~o consider providing a theological chair at William and Mary College,
~ose

chief mission, in its inception, had been the education of young men
163.
164.
for the ministry.
In spite of some little agitation against it, a professorship in theology was established at William and Mary College in 1821.
But the undertaking fell through for various reasons. During the slightly
165.
over a year of its existence there, only one student presented himself
for theological instruction, and it was rumored that the "irreligious
166.
atmosphere" of that place was not conductive to such study. In October
1823, Rev. R. Keith established himself at Alexandria and began teaching
167.
tn theology. For a period of thirty years after that the friends of the
Seminary, particularly

Bi~hop

Jharter of incorporation
~piscopal

fo~

Meade, made repeated efforts to secure a
168.
the Seminary, but in vain. In 1845 the

ministers again besought the legislature to pass a law "auth-

)rizing the Religious Congregations of the State to hold property to
169.
3. limited amount."
By this time, however, the Episcopalians apparently bad seen that
the likelihood of the legislature's incorporating a church as such was
very slight, but that the growing interest of the State in matters per170.
taining to education offered encouragement that their seminary might receive favorable consideration.

Therefore they devoted a good portion of

their petition to the enumeration of reasons why the seminary should be
171.
incorporated as a unit in itself, thus changing their position from
that of the first aspect to include a little of both aspects mentioned
172.
above. As was to be
~

-----

---

~

-

161.
162.
163.
Acts of Assembly, ~839, p.94.
Bell, p.285.
T. J. Wertenbaker,
The Planters of Colonial Virginia, p. 136.
164.
165.
166.
Bell, pp. 286-292.
Cf. ~., PP• 286-287.
John Johns, A Memoir
of the Life of the Right Rev. William Meade, D.D., p. 128
167.
168.
.
169.
Bell, p. 293.
Goodwin,p. 211.
Journal of the House of Delegates

~~pected,

the fact that the Episcopal Church had petitioned for the incorp'

bration of their denomination evoked counter~petttions from Methodists and
173.
~resbyterians.
The most important ~pposition came from a Presbyteriann
'preacher, Rev. William

s.

Plumer, who appeared

~efore

the Committee of the

of Justice and delivered a lengthy argument against the polity of

Cou~ts

granting." ••• corporate privileges for every congregajton and society which
174.
has been or may be formed ••• ". As a result of the opposition, the Committee
unanimously resolved

11

That the policy of the laws of this Commonwealth by

which the power to take and hold p:eoperty is witheld from religious corporations is founded in the highest wisdom, as well for the safety of the State
175.
as for the purity of the churches~
But the seeds of concession were sown. The Episcopalians had at length
come to the point where theY, laid the emphasis on the incorporation of the
Seminary rather than the church. On that point· they reached agreement with
the aims of the Presbyterians and with what the Baptists had desired before
they had secured incorporation of their various instit11tions of learning
.
176.
without theological curricula. In fact, Mr. Plumer expressly declared that
his address was not to be construed as contesting the granting a charter
177.
to the Episcopal Seminary , but that he sought rather to see that the
legislature should not, by a general law, " create as many religious corp178.
orations as there are congregations and religious societies in the State."
At any rate, those petitions, replies and counter-replies marked the beginning of the general movement mn the State for incorporation of agencies of
179.
the churches
which culminated in·l854 in the granting of a charter to
180.
the Episcopal Seminary., and! in 1855 to the Presbyterian fUnion) Seminary.

oF Virginia, Session

I?o.

--··

1845~46,-Document No:

171.

8.-

Bell, pp.649-650.
A portion of this petition well reflects the
traditional attitude of the Episcopal Church - and the growing attitude of the other churches - concerning the place of religion in education :
"Religious education lies at the bottom of all true social melioration. Private donations ~o that object, as well for the motives from
which they proceed, as their value to the community, deserve a thank-

-30-Meanwhile the Constitutional Cpnvention of 1851 met and adopted a proiTision that " The general assembly shall not grant a .charter of incorporation to any church or religious denomination, but may secure the title to
181.
church property to an extent to be limited by law "•
Finally Rev. John
Cole secured the reluctant consent of Bishop Meade to make another effort
to obtain a charter for the Episcopal Seminary from the legislature. He
182.
spent all his time and efforts in the undertaking. The Presbyterians and
Baptists, fearing that an incorporation of the Seminary would secure the
Episcopalians

11

some unusual advantages ", again opposed his efforts. But

Mr. Cole was personally aqquainted with the Speaker of the House, and - having secured his good will towards the endeavor - he engaged many other members of the legislature in tactful interviews and brought persuasive argu185.

menta to bear on them. Furthermore, Bishop Meade was acqnainted with a
number of influential men in the legislature, which no doubt helped their
184.
cause along.
" Mr. Cole's steady and placid perseverance gained him a hearing from
many who had influence; the manifest justice and propriety of the application were at lasn appreciated, and the act of incorporation was granted
in a most liberal form l February 28,1854J (185. ). Every one was surprised
at Mr. Cole's success, so unexpected and so contrary to the predictions
of many and to the experiences of the past." (186.)
The legislature construed the constitutional provision so as to permit the
ful reception; and any government-must be-disposed ·rather to encourage
than to discountenance them, Religious Seminaries are not the less useful in encouraging sound learning, because they derive their motives
and sanctions from higher than human sources, and the poliey which creates a distinction between these and other literary institutions, may
be questioned as both unjust and impolitic, The latter have been recognized as legal entities, and made capable to take donations, and it can
hardly be objected that religious schools are not equally worthy of the
state's regard." (Journal, 1845.-46, Document 8).
172.
175.
174.
Supra, p. 24.
Bell, p.365.
William S.Plumer, The Substance
of an ~rgument Against the Indiscriminate Inco~oration of Churches
and Religious Societies, p. 77.
175.
Quoted in Report of the Proceedi~s and Debates of the Constitutional 6onye!_!tion S~ate o~ Virgin~a (1901), I, 746.- The resolution embraces Mr. Pl11mer 1 s argument qu:tte general):y ( cf. Plumer, passim).
176.
177.
Bell, pp. 313-318.
In fact, he did not apologize for the Presbyterians' application for a charter for their seminary tn 1815, but
considered it favorably (p. 77).

-31lncorporation of agen.cies of churches, which was later held constitutional
187.
JY the courts. The Presbyterians looked, and saw that it was good, and
188.
secured for their Seminary a charter the following year.
Thus it is that the legislature effected the separation of Church and
State and in
~linging

do~ng

so went to an extreme in its zeal; and after tenaciously

to that extreme for almost a half-century, it finally became aware

of the impolicy of that position and relaxed its over-vigilant antagonism
to

~

point where not only did religious freedom exist, but it was aided by

a species of co8peration between Church and State without any legal alliances
And the fact that such was accomplished by 1854 ought to bB amplB reason
why this discussion should end at that point, in spite of the fact that
189.
the question has arisen in various ways since then.
Miss Bell summarizes it thus :
" The present attitude of Virginia toward the problem of religion in
education, which seeks to pervade education with a strong religious tone,
whilB barring any recognition of that fact in law, is comprehensible
enough in light of the review of certain factors in her more than three
centuries of history, The interacting relationships of church, state ,
and education during this period have been controlled by three political philosophies - that of union, that of separation, and that of cooperation without legal alliance between church and s~~te." (190.)
179.- - - - - - - -180-; -178.
Ibid., p.8.
Bell, p. 365~
Debates Jn C_gn_s_:t. Q_OJ1Y..!._ _QL_l~O:t,_,
lbl.
I, 748.
Art. IV, Sec. 32. (F.iL Thorpe, The Pederal and State Con--183:"
182.
3842};
Goodwin
,
I,
211.
Joseph Packsti tutions .!_·~-' VII,
ard, Recollections of a Loi?_E_Lif.e--Lp.l49~
184.
~Letter from Dean Rollins, Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary
in Virgini~, April 22, 1935.
186.
185.
Acts of Assembly, 1853-54, p. 65.
Packard, loc. cit.
187~ -188.
189.
Bell, p.477.
Bell, p. 365.
In the Constitutional Convention
of 1901 the question arose as to whether the legislature ought to
be empowered to incorporate churches as well as ~gencies- of the churche
but it was finally decided to incorporate the same provision as ha'<i
been in the Constitution of 1851 (supra) (
tes in Canst. Conv. of
baQl,Ip. 745 et ~.),in spite of the fact that it was pointed outhat at that tfme there were 43 States in the Union which granted
charters of incorporation to churches (R.C.McDanel, The Virginia Constitutional Convention of 1901-l902,(Johns Hopkins University Studies
in Historical and Pol~~i~al Science, Vpl.46,1928), p.95.

-

---
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And James Madison spoke perhaps even truer than he thought

when he

il11id that :
" Torrents of blood have been wpilt in the old world by vain attempts
of the secular arm to extingmish religious discord by proscribing all
differences in-religious opinion. Time has at length revealed the true
remedy. Every relaxation of narrow and rigorous policy, wherever it
has been tried, has been found to assuage the disease. The American
theatre has exhibited proofs that equal and complete liberty, if it
does not wholly eradicate it, sufficiently destroys its malignant influenee on the health and prosperity of the State." (191.)
That

11

relaxation of narrow and rigorous policy

11

was accomplished in sue-

cessive degrees during the history of Virginia , and it reached its climax
in 1854.

190.
~~.lcit.,

191.

p. 647.

Quoted by Semple, p.506.

CHRONOLOGICAL COMPILATION

OF
ABS~RACTS

OF LAWS

WITH
TOPICAL INDEX

TOPICAL INDEX
The

~allowing

~onsequently,

index had to be adapted to the peculiarities of this paper;

it is not an index directly to the laws pertaining to Religion

ln their primary sour.ces, but rather it is an index to the laws as they are
listed in the chronologically arranged abstracts.ortshpurpose is to enable
the reader to trace specific aspects of the laws chronologically through
r

the abstacts. By ieferring to the location in the lists of abstracts, the
investigator may

~ind

the specific page of the statute book on which the

fuili text og the law may be found.
The

~irst

number indicated refers to the number of the page of the Com-

pilation of Abstracts where the law in question is referred to; the second
number indicates the date of the particular sesst\on of the Assembly which
enacted the law; the third number refers to the number of the act in question, as it is listed in the statute books. Thus, 19, 1738,II would be interpreted to read : On page 19 of the Compilation of Abstracts, in the laws
of the session of 1738, Act number II, concerning the particular topic in
question, will be found.
Attendance at church services: l,l623-4,2;2,1629,VIII; 2,163l-2,II;
'
'
.
! , II
, XVI , L1 •
3,1632,II; 4,1642-3,XLI; 7,,1657-S,III; 10,1660-l,IX; 12,1675-S,Articles ••• ; l4,169l,XI; 15,1699,I; 19,1738,II; 19,1744,II; 25,1766,XXIX;
25,1769,XXXVI; 26;, 1775,II; 31;, l785,XXXIV.
Benefit o~ Clergy : 18, 1732,VI; 18,ll73~,VII; 22,1748, XXXVIII; 33, 1789,
. XXII; 34,·1792,38; 34, 1792,47,65; ~5, 1796,2; 39,1819 (Rev. Code),l72;
41,1847,XI; 42,1849 ~Rev. Code),CXCIX.
Burial : ll,lffi60-l,XV; +7,1712,IV.
.
Catechism : 5, 1645-6,V; 8,1660-1, XXXII.
Chtm.,hes,location,etc• : 1,1623-4,1; 2,1628,2; 3,1631-2,XIII; 1631..:.2,XV;
3',1632,V; 6,1655,IX; 8,1660-l;Order(l); 10,1660-l;,I; 17,1710,XII; 17,
1712,IV; 17,1715,III; 17,1722,XIII;22,1752,VI; 27,1776,I1; 32,1785 1 CXI;
36,1801,5; 42,1849,(Rev. Code),XXXV; 43,1852,1,99.
::hurch Wardens : 2,1631-2,III;2,1631-2,IV,XIV; 3,1632,III,VIII; 4,1633,XX;
5 1644-5 VI• 5 1645-6,1-II,• 10,lffi60-1,XIIIwXIV;13,1676,VI; 14,1696,I;
'
, ' 21,1748,XVIII;
,
.
17,1727,VII;
25,1769,~IV; 29,1780,XXII; 31,1784,XLIX;
31,1785,IV.
Courts : 42,1849 (Rev. Code),LXXVII; 42,1852,99; 43,1852,35.
Disability from holding o~~ice : 4,1642-3,LI; 7,1657-8,I1; 15,1699,1; 16,
1705,1V; 18,1730,II; 31,1785,XXX1V; 42,Const. of 1830.

INDEX
Divorce : 33,1'789,LXXIX; 33;179o;xL!I; 37,1808,64; 39,1826,{p.21); 40,1840,
r P· '78}; 41 ,la4v ,1~2;
.4:3 ~185s ,35.
.
.

Dissenters : 4,1642-3,LI; 5,1642-3,LXIV; 6,1654 (Atpeist); 7,1659-60,VI (Quak·
ers); 10,1660-l,IX (Recusants); 11,1662,III (Scismatical persons); 11,
1663,I (Quakers); 12,1663,0rder; 15,1699,I (toleration); l6,1705,XIX
(Quakers); 17,1705 LV (Huguenots);l8,1730,XXIV (German Protesjants);
18,1732,XI,Quakers); 19,1738,XII~Foreign Protestants); 20,1748,VI (Popish Recusant); 23,1756,IY (papists); 24,1759,XXI (dissenting vestrymen);
24,1762,I (Quakers); 27,1776,I 0Declarati&n of Rights); 27, 1776, II
(exemption from support of Established Church).
Education ; 6 1 1655,II; 8,1660-lXX; 8, 1660-l,XXV; 8. 1660-l,Order (3); 11,
1660-l,XVIII; 14,1693,III; 24,1759,XXX.
Establishment of Church (Episcopal) : 1,1623-4, Act 3; 2,1629-30, Act I; 2,
1631-2,I; 3,1632,I; 4,1642-3,I;5,1642-3, LXIV; 6,165l,Art. 11; 8,1660-1,
XXI (~DCOC~);l0,1660-l,II,VI,VII (Rev.Code); 24,1757,XII; 24,1759,
XXI; 26il775,V; 27, 1776,II; 36,1798,9 (cmmplete separation).
, Gambling, etc •. : 19 ,1740, VII; 20,1744, V; 21,1748 ,XXI.
Glebes sold,q~.: 18,1734,XIX; 19,1736,XXII; 20,1744,XIX; 22,1748,XXXIV;
27,1776,II; 33,1790,LIX; 36,1798,9(n.); 36,1801,5.
Holidays : 1,1623-4,Act 4; 5, 1644-5,I; 5,1644-5,IV; 7,1657-8,LVIII; 10,
1660-l,X,XI; 11,1660-l,LVIII; 12,1663,Resolution; 12,1668,I; 12,1675-6,
I; 13,1676-7,XVIII; 19,1713, Proclamation.
Incorporation of Colleges and Seminaries : 31, 1784, XLIX~Inc. of Prot.Ep.
Ch.); 32,1786,XII (repea1~f inc. of Prot. Bp. Ch.); 38,181:-s,L~lii {inc.
of Bible Society); 59,1829,48 (R.M.Coll.); 40,1939,12 (Devises to theol.
sem. 's); 40,1839,184(E.&H. Coll.); 40,1839,115(Richrnond Coll."); 4:0,1859,
116 (Betpany Coll.); 40?lf360,l'l7(acacl.erd..cs); 40,1841,102 (devises to
religious conc;regationsJ;41,1844,119,120(Mars}jall Acad., etc.)• 42 1849
(Hev. Code){devises,etc.); 43,1852,Constn.; 43,1852-3,344 (Roa~oke Coll:)
43,1853-4,107 (Prot. ·Ep. Theol. Sem. inc.).
1

Indiams : 6,16.55 ,II; 12,1670 1 V; 16,1705 ,XIX; 22,1748 ,XXXVIII; 22,1753 ,IX;
25,1769,LIV.
' King : 5,1649,I; 6,1651, Art. 11.
Legislature : 6,1653,0rder(minister ineligible}; 7,1659-60,0rder; 12,1663,
Order; 13,1676,XII.
Lord Protector (Cromwell) : 7,1658-9 (Communication).
tott~ries .:25,1769,XVII; 29, 1779,JCIL,II; 34,179l,L.AIX.

Marriage =~1628,1; 2,1631-2,VI; 3,1632,V; 4,1642-3,XX; 5,1645-6fXIV• 6 1655
XII; 7,1657-8,I; 7,1657-8,XIV; 10,1660-l,XII; 11,1660-Dl,XVI ,XCIX; 12,'
1670,VI;14,1696,X; 16,1705,XLVIII; l8,1730,II; 21,1748,XXXII; 22,1753,
VII; 28,1776,XXV; 29,1780,XVI; 30,1783,XXXV; 30Jl784,XXXVIIf• 32,1788~
XXXII; 34,1792,42; 35,1794,15; 35,~796,28; 37,l~ll,XXV; 38, 817,XVII~;
. 39,1819 (Rev.Code),l06; 39,1830,XXXV; 40,1851,XXIX; 41,1844,67; 42,
1847,121.
Ministers : (a)Duties, 1,1623-4,5;1,1623-4,6; 2,1629-30,1 (conforming); 2,
1631-2,III; 2,1631-2,VII,VIII,IX,X,XI {deportment),XII; 3,1632,III,VI,

INDEX
VII; 4,1632-3,IV; 4,1642-3,ILXIV (conforming); 5,1644-5,I;5,1645-6,
V (catechism);l0,1660-l,VIII{Rev.Code);l2,1668,I;l3,1676-7,IX,XVIII;
14,1696,X;24,1759,XXX. (b) Induction : 10,1660-l,IV (Rev. Code);
(c)Salary : 1,1623-4,7;JI 2 1 1629,IX; 3,1631-2,XIV~ 4,1632-3,III; 4(1642-3,
I;5,1647,III; 8,1660-l,XXXI; 8,1660-l,Order (2J; 10 1 1660-l,III Rev.
Code); 11,1660-l,XIV (Hev. code); ll,l660-l,XVII;l5,1696,XI;l7,1727,
VI; 22,1748 1 XXXIV; 22,1753 1 VIII; 24,1764,III; 25,1766,~VIII; 26,1769 1
· LXIII; 26,1772,L; 27,1776,II;29,1779,XXXVI;i#~$J 36,1798,9;
(d) Disparaging: 2 1 163l-2,V; 3,1632,IV;4,1632-3',II; (e() Marriages :
11,1660-1,XVI,XVII;l6,1705 1 XLVIII; 17,1712,IV; 21,1748 1 XXXII; 35,
1796,28;37,18ll,XXV; 39,1830,XXXV; (f) Exemptions : 6,1655,0rder;l3,
1676,XII; 37 ,1803·,1; 41,1843 1 1; 41,1847 ,I• 42,1849 ,XLIX; (g) Miscellaneous ~revisions; 5,1644-5~II (residence),III (substitution);6(1653,
Order {ineligible to legis.J; 6,1655,V (scarcity); 8,1660-l,XX college for); 8,1660-l,XXXII (apptmt. of readers),XXXIV (encouragement)
XXXV (petitipn for); 10,1660-l,XII (pena1ty);ll,l660-l,XCIX (penalty~;
l3,1676-7,V (penalties);l6,1705,XXX (penalties); 17,1705,LV ( Hugae•
nots); 29,1780,XVI (licensing); 30, 1784,XXXVII; 32,1786,LIV; 34,
1792,42,72; 35,1794,15; 35,1795,1;
Daths-: 28,1779 1 VII; 30 1 1784 1 XXXVII; 37,18ll,XXY.
Daths of allegiance and supremacy : 1 1 1609,2nd Charter; 3 1 1631-2,XXVII;4,
1642-3, LI; 8,1660-l,XXI; 10,1660-l,II (Rev. code); 12,1663 1 0rder;
19 1 1738,XXI; 23,1756,IV; 24,1757,XII; 26,1775,V.
Dffences against morality : 3 1 l63ffi-2,XXXII; 4,1642-3,I,XX; 5,1645-6,II; 7,
1657-8,II,XIV; 10,1660-l,XIII; 11,1660-l,C; ll,l662,XII; 12, l668,I;
13,1675-6,Articles; l3 1 1676-7,V; 15,1680,XIII; 14,169l,XI; 14,1696 1
I; 15,1699,I; 16 1 1705,XXX; 17,1710,XMI; 17,1727,VII; 18,173'0 1 II; 19,
1744,II; 25,1769,XXVII; 26,1775,II; 29,1779,XLII; 32,1788,XXXIV; 34,
1792,34,38,42,65,72; 57,1802 1 35; 39,1819 (Rev. Code),l58,159; 39,1830,
XL; 40,1839 1 74; 41,1847,VIII; 42,1849,CXCVI (Rev. Code).
Drnaments (church0 : 8 1 1660-l,XXXIII; 11,1660-l,XIV; 23,1753,XXI; 27,1776,II.
Parishes, division of,etc. : 20,17,4,XXIII-XXVII; 21,1748,XVIII; 22,1748,XXXI
Parish Registers : 2,1631-2,III; 5,1632,III; 6,1657-8,I; 11,1660-l,XVI; 17,
1712,IV; 19,1712,Proclamation.

' Poor : 17,1727,VII; 18,1730,II; 21,1748,XVIII; 23,1755,VI; 27,1776,II; 29,
1779,XXXVI; 29,1780 1 XXII; 30,1784,VI; 31,1785,IV; 32,1786,XVII,XLVIII;
36,1801,5;
Quakers (and Menonists) ; 7,1659-60,VI; 10,1660-l,IX; 11,166S,I; 12,1663,
Order; 16,1705,XIX; 18,1732,XI; 24,1762,I; 25,1766,XXI; 27,1776,XII;
28,1777 (Oct.),I; 29,1780,XII; 30,1782,III; SO,l783,XIV; 30,1784,XXII;
30,1784,XXXVII; 35,1793,I; 35,1795,1; 36,1798,1; 37,1803,1; 37,1805 1
4 1 30; (38,l~ll,XI~; 38,1815,VI.
Readers and Lecturers : 4,1632-3,IV; 5 11644-5,III; 8,1~60-l,XXXII; 10,1660-1,
V,VII (Rev. Code}; 11,1660-l,XVIVRev. Code}; 16,1705,XLVIII.
Religious F~eedom : 27,1776,I (Declaration of Rights); 27,1776,II (Exemption
of dissenters from support of church); 28,1777,I; 28,1777(0ct.),I; 28,
1778,XXI; 28,1779,XII; 31,1785,XXXIV (Act for Establishing ••• ); 32,
1786,XII (securing ChUEch property}; 36,1798,9 (Repeal of laws dealing
with church property, etc.); 36,1801,5 (Devolution of church proper-

liiNDEX
ty to the State); 38,1819,3,31,32 {Rev. Code)i 39,1830,Constn.(Relig.
freedom, Bill of Rights); 42, 1849 (rev. CodeVJ; 43,1852, Bill of Rights
Constn. of 1851.
~eligious

Toleration ~)&Patten : 15,1699,I (church attendance}; 16,1705,
XIX ( Quakers affirm}; 17 1705,LV(Huguenots}; 18,1730,XXIV (German
Protestants}; 18,1732,XI (Quakers affirm): l9,1738,XI1 (encouraging
settlers); 19,1744,II (church attendance}; 20,1748,VI (Popish recusant}; 22,1752,Ul(encouraging settlers); 23,1756,IV (Papists); 24,
1762,I (Qua\jers affirm}; 25, l766,XXI (Quakers,, exemption from militia}
27,1776,I (Declaration of Rights}.

Sabbath day observance : 2,1629,VIII; 4,1642-3,XXXV; 7,1657-B,III; 7,1657-8,
XIV; 10,1660-l,IX, LVIII; l6,1705,III; 18,1736,VII: 21,1748,X; 32~1786,LIV; 34,1795,18,19; 34,1792,72; 37,1801,21; 41,1847,VIII.
Servants : 41,1847,XII; 42,1849 {Rev. Code), CXCVIII.
Support of all denominations by geheral assessment : 27,1776,II; 28,1777,
XVI; 28,1777,XIII; 28 1 1778,XVIII; 29,1779,XXXIX; 29,1779, XXXVI; 36,
1798,9.
rrustees : 32, 1786, XII; 33,1788,XLVII,LIII; I$,1790,LIX; 36,1798,9; 38,
1819tCXV; 40,1839,12; 40,1841,102; 41,1846, (p.66); 42,1849 (Rey.
CodeJ,LXXVII; 42,1852,99.
Vestries : 4,16~2-3,I; 5,1644-5,V; 6,1655,IX; 7,1658-9,X; 8 1 1660-1,XXI,XXXI,
Order {~),II {Rev. Code); 13,1676,VI; l3,1676-7;XIII; 15,1S96 1 XI;
17,1715,III; 17,1727,VI,VII; 19,1736,XXII; 20,1744,XIX; 20 1 1744,
XXXV; 20,1745,XX; 20,1748~VI; 21,1748,XVIII; 22,1748,XXXIV; 22,1752,
XXII; 22,1752,XXVIII; 22,1753,XXI; 23,1755,VI; 23,1755, XVIII,XXIII,
XXIV; 24,1757,XII; 24,1759,XXI; 24,1764,III; 25,1769,LIV; 26,1775,
V; 27,177S,II; 29,1779,XXXVI; 29,1780,XXII; 31,1784,XLIX; 31,1785,
IV; 32,1785,XXXVII,CXI; 33,1788,XLVII.
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j)-Al:JC IENT CHARTERS

STATurr~s

RELA'ri1~G

AT LARGE, VOLJME I 1629- 1 60
Tv 'i'HE

.b Ilt ST SE'.rTLhlVllli~T

1.

OF VIRGINIA

1. Articles, Instructions and Orders for the two colonies of Va.,
Nov. 20, lo06.--Christian religion to be preached among the colonists and savages according to doctrines of religion established
in England, and penalty for withdrawing any of the people from
religion or allegiance.

PP• 68-69

2. Second Charter to the •.rreasurer and Gompany of Va., May 23, 1609
(a) Power of the Council in England as to civil and religious
matters. p.95.
(b) To guard against the superstitions of the church of Rome, those
who propose to journey to Va. must take oath of supremacy
(tendered by treasurer and three councillors).
pp. 68-69
(further provisions as to administration of oath of
supremacy in Third Charter, Mch. 12, 1611-2
p.l05)
[I~Commission

to Sir Francis Wyatt, Governor, and vouncil, July 24,

1621:- Christian duties of uovernor and Council
(cf. Instructions to Governor Wyatt

p.ll3
p.ll4)

[II-LAvVS AND ORDERS
1. Genl. Asseobiy, Mch. 5, 1623-4
Act no. 1. A house of worship in every plantation, sequestred only
for worship

p.l22

2. Penalty for being absent from church on Sunday

p.l23

3. Uniformity in doctrine and discipline of the church, as near as
may be to the canons in England
4. The 22nd of March declared a holiday

p.l23
p.l23

5. Penalty on ministers absenting themselves from their

churches.

p.l23

6. Penalty for disparaging a minister without. proof

p.l24

7. Ministers to be satisfied before any tobacco disposed of

p.l24

2. Proclamations of the Governor and Council (and perhaps the

Assembli), April 30, 1a28

1. Forbidding to marry without license

p.l30
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2. Forbidding asking in church concerning the planting of tobacco
and corn

130

3. General Assembly October 16, 1629
Act VIII-Penalties for being absent from church on the Sabbath
to be more strictly enforced and Sa~bath day not to be
profaned.

144

(cf. Act no. 2, Gen. Ass. Mch. 5, 1623-4 ---123)
Act IX-Who to pay tithes to the ministers
4. Genl. Ass. Mch. 24, 1629-30

.

I-Ministers to conform to the canons of the

ch~rch

of England

and Delinquencies to be treated in accordance with same. 149
5- Grand Assembly-Feb. 21, 1631-2
.I-Uniforrnity in the church
II-Penalty for being absent from the church
III-Ministers and church wardens to make presentments and return a register of deaths, marr'_ages, and births; also of
their levies and disbursements.

155

IV-Oath of church-wardens

156

V-Penalty for disparaging a minister

156

VI-Rites of matrimony not to oe celebrated witho lt license or
publication of oanns.
VII-Ministers to preach a sermon every Sunday

156
157

VIII-Ministers to teach the children the ten commandments, the
articles of belief, tbe Lord's prayer and catechism at
certain prescribed time; parents and masters censured by
courts for not sending their children to church for this
information, and children for refusing to learn.
IX-Duty of ministers in attending the sick.

157
157

X-Ministers to keep a parish register of marriages, births,
and deaths
158
XI-Deportment of m~nisters prescribed
158
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158

XII-Sacramen.t administered ny minister. three- times- per- year..

XIII...:Preaching,. adm::..n tstr.a t.ion of. sacrament and· -marriages to be .
preformed in the church only--Exception:
XIV-Further

compensatio~

necessity

158

to ministers on account of low price of

tobacco, etc.; limited application of act.

Fe~s

for petty

duties of ministers prescribed; method of collection allowance and penalty for non-payment; Church-Wardens failing in
their duty to be liable themselves for levies.

159

XV-Churches to be built and repaired; penalth on commissioners
for neglect; burying grounds provided.

160-161

XVI-Council and Burgesses to attend divine servtce, at beat of
drum; penalties for neglect

162

XXVIII-Under certain conditions, commander of the fort at Point
Comfort to administer the oath of sumprmacy and allegiance.

166

XXXII-Penalty of one shilling for every profane oath sworn

167

LI-All aole men to go armed to church

174

5. Grand Assembly-Sept. 4, 1632
!-Uniformity in doctrines and dlscipline of the church of England
180
II-Exhortation to attend church and penalty for not doing so 180
III-Ministers and church-wardens to make presentments and return
a register of marriages, births, and'deaths; and choose
church wardens annually at Easter.
IV-Penalty for disparaging a minister

180
181

V-Matrimony not to be celebrated without license or publication
of banns; performed in parish churches only; Not without consent
of parents or guardians

181

VI-Ministers to preach one sermon every Sunday; and to divide
their time among the parishioners

181

VII-Same as Act VIII, Grand Assembly, Feb. 21, 1631-2

181

VIII-Church-wardens to take prescrioed oath

182
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IX .,_ XVII Same as IX-XV, G.A., Feb. 21, 1631-2

182-185

XXX- Same as XXXII

II

II

II

II

194

XLV- Same as LI

"

II

"

II

198

7. Grand Assembly - Feb. 1, 1632-3

II- Act IV, G.A., SEpt. 4, 1632 cqntinued in effect

207

III- Former provision in an act that ministers' allowance should be
carried to them, repealed; such tobacco to be delivered at the Warehouses

207

IV- Ministers to appoint Deacons in remote places to read common prayer
8. Grand Assembly

208

August 21, 1633

XX- Duty of churchwardens
9. Grand Assembly

Mch. 2, 1642-3

227

( REVISAL OF LAWS )

I- Orders and constitutions concerning the church government ( being
somewhat a summary of for.mer laws concerning church government,
supplemented and abridged ) •
New provisions : Vestries; adultery, fornication, drunkenness;
Clerks and sextons to be appointed ; who to pay tithes; ministers,
how appointed, punished for neglect, suspended by governor and council
but removed only by the General Assembly; poor to be exempted from
public charges; ministers' allowances and fees.

240-2

XX- Punishment of servants marrying without leave of owners or committing fornication.
XXXV- Observation of Sabbath Day: no voyages nor shooting; penalties
therefor

26 1

H3

XLI- Guns to be carried to church; 10 lb. tobacco fine for master of
fami~y violating; 20 lashes penalyy for servant violatingj

263

LI- Confirmation of statute of Assembly of Jan. 1641 : popish recusants disabled
from h.olding any office;· persons refusing to take oaths
,
of allegiance and supremacy likewise disabled; penalty for corrupt as-
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~lLIsumptionof office; popish priests arriving to be sent out of the colony

in five days.

269

LXIV- All ministers to conform to and preach the doctrines of the church
of 'England; Non-conformists to be compelled to depart the colony.

d. Grand Assembly

277

Feb. 17, 1644-5

I- A monthly fast established; former law, concerning ministers' preaching and catechising, be revived, and penalty for not conforming thereto.
290
'II- Ministers to reside within their cure

290

IIK- Parishioniers may use a lecturer where their minister·cannot attend.290
IV- April 18 declared an annual Thanksgiving day.

29G

V- Vestry to be elected by a majority of parishioners who attend

290

VI- County courts' jurisdiction over churchwardens

291

l. Grand Assembly

( Second session, March )

16 45-6

I- Churchwardens to present certain offences not only from their own
309

knowledge, but from information of others.

II- Adultery, whoredom, fornication, and drunkenness to be presented by
churchwardens; penalty for neglect- -.fined by county courta { former
penalty repealed ); court s neglecting duty to be fined by governor
310

and . counc·il/.

V- Masters of families must send th"tY;ir children to be instructed and
catecgised by the minister; penalty imposed upon failure to do so. :Yll
XIV- Penalty-of 1000 lbs. tobaaco fine on ministers performing marriage
ceremony without license or publication of banns

1. G. Ass.,~. XN+ 1~

Nov.

a,

1647·

III- Ministers refusing to read common prayer not entitled to any tithes
or duties from their parishioners.

341

I

~·G. Ass., Oct. 10, 1649
I- Divine right mf kings defended ( on occasion of Jharles I 1 s beheading).
359
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ttl! Articles in treaties between the Commonwealth of England and the Col-

ony of Va.
Art. 11, first treaty, dated Mch. 12, 1651

References to kingship in

book of IDfifKmn!if# common prayer not to be used publicly in services; ·other
customary procedure to continue.

1:;1 G.As s.

364

July 5, 1653

Order : that a minister of the gospel be suspended and declared ineligible
to a seat in the house of burgesses

378

lB An Assembly, Nov. 20, 1654

)roceedings against WNl. Hatcger for reporting that the speaker of the
1ouse was an atheist
~7j.

387

G. A§s. , Mch. 10, 1655

~ct

IX- All the counties to

~e

divided into parishes, which levy poll tax

( 15 lb. tobacco per poll ) for building churches and purchasing a glebe
~nd

~HB

stock for the minister; vestries o6 respective counties responsible for

tobacco levied

400

XII- No guns to be shot except at marriages and funerals

402

~ij- G.-Ass., Mch. 31, 1655

II- Indian childlren, by leave of their parents, may be taken a.s servants,
~~t must be e«ucated and brought in the Christian religiom

410

V-A reward of 20 pounds sterling for importing a minister, ministers be 418

ing few
Order

; that ministers and six seruants each to be exempted from

levies, but subject to examination

publ~c

424

llll. G. Ass., Mch. 13,·1657-8
( A revisal of the laws having been ordered by the assembly, these acts
following arw among those which serve as a. summary of all laws in force
in the Commonwealth at that time ).
I- Various problems concerning parishes or parishioners be referred to
the people 0 ~ the parish;

regis~ers

of births, marriages, and deathB,
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and celebration of marriages
II..; Persons

~uilty

of drunkenness, blasphemous cursing and swearing,

adultery and formication, incapable of being a witness or of holding
any public office; penalties

433

:II- The Sabbath to be kept holy : no journey to be perf ormed, no goods
laden, nor guns fired on the Sabbath; penalty; servants and others to
434

;attend church
XIV-

Concern~ng

secret marriages : Servants marrying without consent of

master to serve one year after their respective· terms; concerning penalties for fornication between servahts and between free man and servant.
438
LII- No writ or warrant to be executed at a muster nor en a Sabbath day.
45;7
LVIII- Holy days in eommemoration of colonies' deliverance from massacres.
459
JIV- Against shooting at drinkings ( in effect, the same as G.A.Mch. 1655-6,
P• 4'01 )

~~- G.Ass., Mch 1, 1658-9
Conwunication from Council of the Lord

Prot~tor,

exhorting the colony

to pursue.their former course; preserving peace and promoting religion

510

l2l. G.Ass., Mch. 7, 1658-9

I

I

X- Concerning the charges of a parochial Burgess

I

electin~ ~

; Vestry of each parish

burgess to direct pa'Yroent o'f his wages; collectors may exact
521

payment by distress.

~.G.Ass., 1-ilch. 13, 1659-60
VI- An act for suppressing the Quakers : Fine of

~

100 sterling on masters

of vessels for bringing in quakers; all quakers to be apprehended and
conwitted to prison till they give security to leave the colony; penalty for returning; for rettiTning a third time, to be proceeded against
as felons; penalty on colonists for entertaining or permitting assemblies
of quakers; duty of magistrates and officers relative hereto; penalty for
PUblishing books containing the tenets of the qualcers.
Orders: (1} Wages of a chaplain of assembly

532
549
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(2)Preacbers at next assembly

~~LUME

549

II 16 60-1682

25. G. Ass., Mch. 32d, 1660-1
XX-Provision for a college:

Need for college to train ministers

cited; land to be taken up and houses erected for a college.25
XXI-Vestry not to exceed twelve; how elected; oaths and
scription to doctrine and

d~scipline

sub~

of church of England

25

XXXI-Agreement with ministers; vestries to determtne what
allowance they will make to ministers.

29

XXXII-R·eaders of prayers and catechisers of children to be
.appointed by the advice and approbation of ministers, to
serve in vacant parishes.
XXXIII-Parishes to

pro"~iide

29

certain church ornaments

XXXIV-Encouragement for ministers:

30

Glebes to be provided for

ministers, with houses and stocks.

30

XXXV-A petition, in behalf of the church, to the King to promote
colleges and schools, and also for providing ministers

32

24. G. Ass., Mch. 23 1 1660-1
Ordered:

(l}that one Philip Malory be sent to E~gland to
34

solicit the cause of the church
( 2) that vestries destl tute of m.eans to s·1pport an able ministry

procure subscriptions from neighboring vestries who are willing to help support
(3)Provision for

'1

t~e

college:

ministry.

37

Comrrdssioners of county coqrts make

and receive subscriptions for promoting the building of a
37

college

(THE FOLLOWING ACTS constitute part of the complete code which was intended to be in effect after:this session of the assembly, the revisal
being made to clarify the law which had become somewhat confUsed d~r•
'
lng
the "late unhappy distractions If --re f erring to tne

l1"B

ny c h anges in

the law during the recent government of the Commonwealth of EnGland,
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I-A church or a

II-Vestries:

chap~l

10.

to be built in every parish

'44

Duties, how appointed, number; how vBcancies in vestry

to be supplied; vestry-men to take oath of allegiance and supremacy
and subscrioe to conform to the church of England
III-Provision for the ministry:

44-45

Glebes to be laid out in every parish;

at least 80 per annum salary, besides perqu.:tsi tes and glebe.
IV-Induction of

min~sters:

45

to receive ordination from some bishop in

England only; how inducted; those not properly inducted to be suspended and sent out of the colony.
V-Every parish without a

min~ster

(see Act 64, Vol. I, p. 277)

46

to have a reader chosen by the parish.
46

(see Vol. I, p. 290; Vol. II, p. 29)
VI-Canons of the church of England to be observed and liturgy read.-47
VII-Only the ca tecbi sm appointed by the church to be ta11ght; readers
not to expound catecLism or scr.iptures.

(see Vol. I, p.l57,182)

47

VIII-Ministers to preach every Sunday and admi..nister sacr<:1.ment twice
a year. (seei, 151, 181, 290, 311}

47

IX-Sundays not to be profaned, but kept holy:

No work done, except in

cases of necessity; divine service and preaching to be diligently
attended on Sundays and holy-days; general penalty for violation;
further penalty on quakers and recusants,

w~o

are to be fined under

stat. 23d El·iz.; quakers' meetings, prevention and punishment; more
able to pay insolvents' fines.

(see I, 144,261,434).

48

X-January 30 to be a holy-day, commemorating the beheading of Chas. I.
49
XI-May 29 to be a holy-day, commemorating the restoration of Chas. II.
49
XII-No one to be married except by ministers according to the laws of
England, viz. not without license or 011olicat 'on of banns; penalty
upon min'ster violating; iss•1e of persons hereafter narried otherwise to be illegitimate.

(see I ., 156, 181, 241, 332, 433).

50

XIII-Church wardens to make presentments of certain enumerated offences
twice a ;rear and may summon witnesses.
(see I,l26,156,182,227,240,309)-51-2
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IIV- Power and duty'cof churchwardens to keep the church in repair and
provide certain ornaments, and to collect ministers' dues.
~v-

52

Private burial of servants or others prohibited; burying place s to

be appointed in every parish; neighbors to be called in to view the
corpee in case of suspicion; none to be buried in any other place, except
by their own appointment. (see I,l23,161227,241) ·
~VI-

53

Register of births,deaths and marriages to be kept by ministers or

reade:es; penalty for omitting to inform mdmister or reader; fees for
entering register and fine for neglect t o enter. (see I,l55,158,180,
182,433,542)

54

{VII- Issuance of marriage

~icenses

: how issued;

go~ernor

1

s,

clerk's,

secretaryrs·and minister's fees, and how collected. (see I,l56 ,181,241,
433; II,28)
{VIII- Provision

54-55
fo~

a college: lands to be taken up or purchased for a

college and free scho<hl. (see II,25,37)

56

GVIII- No arrests on Sabbaths or certain holidays, or at musters o:b< election of burgesses, except for felony or breaches of the peace. (see I,457)
86
XCIX- Penalty on secret marriage: on minister for marrying servants without a certificate from their masners; upon the servants; upon a free
p~son

marrying with a

~ervant

(see- I,252,438).

114

C- Punishment for fornication upon free persons and servants; provision
for bastards.

'5J

114-115

Grand Assembly, Dec. 23, 1662
III- " Scismaticall " persons, refusing to haves their children baptized,
to be fined 2000 lbs of tobacco.

166

VI- Disposition of women servants gotten with child by their masters

167

VIII- Men servants getting bastards tdl indemnify the parish for expense
of keeping the child during the reputed father's indenture.
XII- Double fines for fornication between a Christian and a negeo.

168
170

~~.G. Ass., Sept. 10, 1663

I- An act prohibiting the unlawful assembling of Qual{ers : Quakers as-
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sembling to the number of five for the purposes of religious worship,
how punished for first, second, and third o6fencea (third offence,
banishment from the colony); the more able quakers to pay the fines of
the insolvents; fine upon masters of vessels for bringing in quakers;
penalty on inhabitants for entertaining quakers to preach; penalty on
officers for neglecting the

execut~og ~h*

of this act; justices of the

peace to hear and determine the offences in these cases; disposition
of fines; quakers who, after conviction, give security not to violate
the above provisions, to be released from the penalties imposed. (see
3

I ,53·2; II ,48)

180-183

)rdered: .(Sept. 12, 1663) John Porter, a member of the House of Burgesses,
expelled for his attachment to quakers, his

ppposit~on

to mnfant bap-

tizing, and his refusing to take the oaths of allegiance and suprema,cy.
198

Resolution : Sept. 13 declared an annual holy-day, commemorating the
failure of the plot of that date.

204

t7. Grand Assemblie, Sept. 23:, 1667

III- An act declaring that baptism of slaves does not alter the condition
of thn persons nor exempt them from bondage.

ts.

260

G.Ass., Sept. 17, 1668
I- August 27 next to set aside as a fas:b day,and no working, drinking, no:b
gambling to be done, under

penalty of fine; duty of ministers prescribed
264

19. G.A.,

Oct.~, 1670

V- Free negroes and Indians not permitted to buy Christian servants, but
may buy those of their own nation.

280

VI- Certificate for marriage only to issue from th e clerk of the county
where the parents

po. G,A., Mch.

dwe~l;

their personal consent necessary.

281

7, 1675-6

I. (last provision) Last Fridays in April and May next to be set aside as
fast days,to obtain the good pleasure of AlmightyGod upon thlk-mr a:Tid.eav-
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I

'f.

Ass. , April 16, 1691

KI- An act for the more effectual suppressing the several sins and the offences of swearing, cursing, profaning God's holy name, Sabbath abusing,
drunkenness, fornieation and adultery; fine of one shilling imposed for
every offence of swearing,cursing, or profanin[_S God's holy name; Lord's
day to be kept holy; no meetings, assemblies, or concourse of people
out of their own parishes or travelling permitted on the Sabbath, under
penalty of 20 shillings fimo;,:; fine of 10 shillings for getting drunk;
not being able to pay fine, cormnitted to stock for three hours; forn20
ication, ~ 20 sterling fine; adultery ~/sterling fine; 30 lashes or
3 months imprisonment if unable to pay fine; persons frequenting the
company of a lewd woman or entertaining her in his house after being
admonished by the minister and churchwardens with the consent of the vestry
to be punished as for adultery; grand jury to present offences under
this law; appropriation of fines •

'71-'75

5!1. Oct. 10, 1693, G.A.

III- An act ascertaining the place for erecting the College of William
and
f3~.

Ma~y

in Virginia (at Middle Plantation, now

Williamsbur~ ~

122

G.A., Sepy. 24, 1696
I- An act for punishment of certain enumerated sins and offences : cerprevious laws repealed; penalties for swearing, cursing, profaning God's
name, not ke·eping, the Sabbath holy, drunkenness, fornication, and adultery. (very _similar to Act XI, G,A., Apr. 16, l69i, in content); special
provisionsnfo~

fornication and adultery by servants, and for bastards

of servants; grand juries and

churchw~ardens

to present offences; just-

ices impowered to punish offenders according to the act; method of recovering penalties; all children to be bond or free according to the condition of the mother.

X- For prevention of clandestine marriages : former act repealed (Vol. II,
p.49); none to be married except as the rubrick in the common prayer
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book prescribes; penalty on ministers for marrying _otherwise and on
clerks for issuance of licenses in violation of provisions of this act;
:females between 12 and 16 years odl age contracting marriage forfeit
1~1- I S"1

their inheritance to the next of their kin.

[I- For the better supply and maintenance of the clergy: salary of ministers fixed at 16,000 pounds of tobacco per year, besides perquisites;
vestry of

eac~

parish to appoint collectors. who may make distress;

vestry mmpowered to purchase a glebe at·the expense of the parish and
build a hause for the minister;

~roviding

when small parishes may con-

solidate; fee of clerk of registers for births, marriages and deaths.
151-153
lf,J. G.A., April 27, 1699

I- An a'ct for the more effectual suppressing of the blasphemy, swearing,
cursing, drunkenness, and Sabbath breaking; to deny by spoken or writtem
word the being of a God or the trinity, or to assert that the.re are

more

gods than one, or yode-ny the Christian religion to be tr ue; or the scripj;·
ures to be of divine authority, subjects the !6ffender, for the first offence, t o incapacity to hold any office; for the second offence, to

dis~

ability to sue and disqualification to be a guardian or executor, or to
to take any gift or legacy, and moreover to further incapability of holding amy office, and three yea.rs imprisonment, provided that information
of the blasphemy be_ given the justice within one month and prosecution
within twelve months; convicted offender may, by renouncing opinions within six mo;nths, , be discharged from the

pen~:Jl ties;

for cursing, swearing,

or drunkenness, offender to pay 5 shillings fine; what deemed sufficient
evidence for c()nviction; ,10 lashes in case of inability to pay fine; 5 s
shillings fine for neglecting to attend chuDch, but Protestant dissenters,
qua,lltfied according t_o the toleration act of 1 Wm. and Mary, shall be exempted from penalties for not attending parish church. ( Provisions of
Toleration Act in·Blackstone's Commenjraries, IV, 52,53).

168-171

ra.

HEWJ:NG VOL. III. 1082-1710

~~.G.

16.

A., Oct. 23,1705 (a·revisal of laws)

Ghap. III, VI:

No process or writ exec'1ted by sheriff or duouties on

Sunday or at musters or elections to be valid, except (VII) for treas-

on, felony, breaches of the peace, or prison escapes.
Ghap. IV:

248

Blasphemy and perjury among offences ehich bar offenders

from bearing any office in Virginia.

250

Chap. XIX-Proceedings of the General Court:

Provision XXXI-Affirmation

of Quakers, instead of solemn oath, allowed in oeing called as witness, according to an act of Parliament; popish recusants, regroes,
mulattoes, and

Indian~,

not being Christi ,ns, deemed incapable of

being witnesses.
Chap. XXX:

298

An act for the effectual suppression of vice, and restraint

and punishment of blasphemous, wicked, a.nd dissolute persons:

Blas-

phemy, atheism, deism, and infidelity punishable as in act I, G.A.,
April 27, 1699 (content substantially the same); Adultery and fornication, how punishable (similar to foregoing acts}; fines appropriated to the poor; the act to be regd in churches; clergymen violating
present act not exempted from further punishment.
Chap. XLVIII:

358-362

Ministers not to marry without license or

the banns; where no m'nister, clerk or reader

m~y

publicatio~

of

grant certificate

of publication of banns; penalties for granting· a fqlf3e certificate;
licenses issuQd by clerk, according to prescrioed procedure, under
penalty prescribed; females between 12 and lti marrying without consent. of parents or p.ublication of banns forfe:. t inheritance; penalty
on minister for marrying servants without leave of owner, and also
penalty on servant; penalty on free person marrying with servant;
list of marriage licenses to be returned to the governor annually
with account of his dues collected; marriage fees and method of collecting them prescribed; penalty for exceeding legal fees;
entitled to all the fees of thetr parish.
CHAP. XLIX
Provisions XVIII-XX:

Having to do with

servan~s's

mini~ters

441-446

and freemen's bastards,

HENING BOL. 1II 1682-1710

17.

and the penalty for intermarriageof freemen and negroes or mulattoes.
452-454

Jrovision XXXVI- Baptism of slaves does not exempt them from bondage.
460

jHAP. LV-An act making the French Refugees(Huguenots}, living at Manakin Town and thereabouts, a distinct parish by themselves, and exempting them from the payment of public and county levies until Dec.
25, 1708; allowance for the mlnister of that (King \Villiam) parish

to be left to the discretion of the inhabitants.
~~.

478

G. A., Oct. 25, 1710

CHAP. XII-To conceal the death of a bastard child deemed murder, unllss at least one witness testifies that the
~4t

~hild

was born dead; -this

to be read in the churches annually.

516

VOLUME IV 1711-1736
K~.

G. A., Oct. 22, 1712

CHAP. IV-An act for registering births, chr1stenings and burials:
Minister of clerk to be notified of births or deaths within 20 days;
penalty for delinquency, fine; minister or clerk to register such

RS

prescribed; fees, collectable by distraint; penalties, how recoverable and how appropriated; this act to be read in churches.

45

411. G. A., Aug. 3, 1715

CHAP. III-An act requiring the vestry of the parish of Henrico to b11ild
a chapelin the said parish.

58

412. G. A., May 9, 1722
CH. XIII-An act for o1ilding a ch1rch in the parish of
.t~.

Acco~ac.

116

G. A., Feb. 1, 1727

CH. VI. An act for tte better support of the clergy of this Dom'.nion and
for the more regular collecting Bnd paying the parish levies; ministers' salary, 16000 lbs. tobacco annually; nrovisions as to collection~,

allowances, jurisdiction of vestries,

pur~hase

of glebes, con-

struction of ministers' houses, repairs, and Drocuring the services
of neighboring or parishes.

204-208

CH. VII-Vestry liable for expences of maintaining and curing poor sick

HENING

VOL. IY*

If,

1711 -36

people prior to their removal to their own parishes; fine on a woman
having a bastard, to be whipped upon default of fime; notice of bastards to be given to churchwardens, and penalty for failure so to do.
208-214

U· G.A., May 21, 1730
'

JH. IIw An act for enforcing the act entitled

it

11

An act for the effectual

suppression of vice and restraint and punishment of blasphemous, wicked
and dissmlute persons", and for preventing incestuous marriages and
copulations :Offences made punishable by incapacity to hold office,etc.,
to be triable in the general court;marriage within levitical degrees (as
set forth in laws of England) prohibited, and such marriages dissolved
by general court, issue of such marriages being illegitimate; attorney g
general to prosecute; parties further punished at discretimn of court;
incestuous copulations, punishable by fines within discretion of general
court; such fimes appropriated for the support of the poor.

jH.

XXIV~

244-246

An act to exempt certain Ger man Protestants, in the county of

Stafford, from the payment of parish levies.

d.

306

G.A.,May 18, 1732

CH. VI- An act to make the stealing of slaves a felony, punishable by
death without benefit of clergy.

324

CH. VII-: An act for allowing women offenders the same benefit of clergy
asis allowed men

i~

like cases; any person convicted of felony may plead

and receive exemption from 11 reading 11 ; negroes, etc., allowed benefit of
clergy, with some exceptions.

324- 327

CH. XI- Provision exempting Quakers from oath in this act, allowing them
to affirm instead.

354

• G.A., Aug. 22, 1734
CH. XIX- Glebes in several parishes diEected to be sold and the money applied to other parochial uses.

44Q-442

7. G.A., Aug. 5,1736
CH. VII- provtsion VII: Officers may arrest on Sund ay any prmsoners who

VOL. IV

HENING

Ill.

I~

1711 - 36

halle escaped.

489

JH. XXII- An act to impower the vestries of certain named parishes sell c
certain parcels of glebe land, and to purchase better and more convenLent

gleb~s

flf.JClamations

537

in lieu thereof.
1711 - 1738

iJ Procl. of Gov., enforcing the laws for registering births, marriages and
de~ths.
~

551

(April 1, 1712)

Procl. of Gov., containing an appointment of a day

lhe

~f

thanksgiuingfor

peace treaty concluded between the Queen (Anne) and the Govermor (Spots-

pood)- (Aug. 12, 1713).

VOLUME il
~

1738 - 1748

A.cts of Assemblies

18-f G.A., Nov. 1, 1738

CH. II,

p~ovision

VIII

provision that the chief militia officer may

ord~

all militiamen to go to cijurch armed.

19

CH. XII- An act to encourage settlement of the southern boundary of the colony by aliens - also

11

fo:~reign

protestan:bs" - by em:empting settlers from

certain levies.
CH. XXI, provision

57
'i : certain aliens settling must take oaths of alleg-

iamce anSI supremacy.
~t.

80

G.A., May 22, 1740
CH. VII-

An act to prevent the recovery of money or valuable things won on

wagers, and for the more effectual restraint of gaming at ordinaries.

102

~. G.A., Sept. 4, 1744
CH.II- Explaining and amending the act entitled

11

An act for the effectual

suppression of vice, and restraint and punishment of wicked, blasphemeus
and dissolute persons": provisions enforced by justice of the peace giving judgement upon goods and

cha~tels

of offender refusing to pay fine,

within certain limits; persons not attending own parish church but who

---------------

HENING VOL. V 1738-48

-20.

!ffrnish witnesses on oath- that-they attended some other ch•1rch. or chaphlon the date for which they are accused of being absent, are released
~nom

prosecution; limitation of presentments.

225-6

CH. V-An act to amend the act for preventing excessive and deceitful
gaming:

loser in gaming or wagering who has paid winner may sue

said winner for total loss pl'lS costs; fines for gaming at ordinaries;
penalty on ordinary keepers.

229-30

GH. XIII-Any free Christian negro; etc., may be witness for or a;;ainst

a free or slave negro before court.

244

GH. XIX-An act to impower the vestry of the parish of Stratton Major

to _sell the glebe of the said parish and to pl.lrchase a more convenient glebe in lieu thereof.

(There follow after this act many others

of the same kind, impowering various parishes to sell their glebe
lands and invest the proceeds tbereof in other gleoe lands or other
parochial projects.
relati~iely

S11ch acts, beca'lSe of their great n'lmber and U:eir

little general historical interest, will not hereafter be

indicated).

251

CHAPS. XXIII-XXVII-Acts concerning division of parishes, creation of
new parishes, and relatlonshlps between certain parishes.

254-263

CH. XXXV-An act for dissolving the present vestry of the parish of Truro,
members of it not being lawf<1lly qualified (illiterate), a!Jd for
appointing a new election of vestrymen.

®.

274

G. A~, Feb. 20, 1745

CH. XX-An act for confirming the vestries of the parishes of St. Anne
and Truro, and for dissolving the vestries of the parishes of St.
Margaret and New port (previous elections disorderly and illegal).
(Because of the great number of such dissolutions and re-elections of
the vestries

s~bsequent

to thts, hereafter only those of general

historical interest will be indicated).

381

~.G. A., Oct. 27, 1748 (A General Revisal of

LHws, oruered oy Act of

1\s sembly

in 1745)
CH. VI, provision XXIII-Popish Recusant convict disabled to

Je

a witness
before

HENING

121.·

VOL. V

1738 - 48

the general court.

480

provision XIX- In suits against vestries, one action may be brought against
all members jointly.

497

elf. X- provision V- Processes, except in criminal cases or escapes, executed
~n

em.

Sundays or at musters or elections of burgesses, invalid.

517

XIV, provision IX- Christians may n!bt be servants tiiB certain races

j1egroes, etc.

VOLUME VI

550

1748 - 175&

dcont. )

dh.

XVIII, pr. VI- Parishes pay charges of supporting poor and sick vagrants

Qntil they are well enough to be sent to their own parishes; penalties
Qpon vestries and churchwardens for refusing to do so.
~H.

XXI- An. act for preventing excessive

an~

deceitful gaming

31-2
ill gaming

debts void; real estate encumbered by gaming devolves to next heir; loser
of forty shillings ormore may sue to recover money lost and paid; if loser does not sue in three months, any other person may do so, being able
to recover as much as treble the money paid, besides costs; but repayment
discharges· the penalty; penalties on persons playing at public places;
penalty on gaming quarrels and brawls.

76-81

JH. XXXII- An act concerning marriages. ( a sfu.rn:mary offoregoing provisions
concerning marriage) : No person shall be married without a license or
publication of the banns; penalty on ministers marrying other ways, and
on clerks, etc., for granting a false certificate of the banns being published; the manner of issuing marriage licenses; under 21 years of age,
consent of parent

o~

guardian

req~ired;

feme sole, between 12 and 16, for-

feits inheritance upon marrying illegally; penalties on publishing banns
for, or marrying, servants without certificate of master; penalties on
servants marrying illegally, and om free persons marrying servants;

ma~-

riage fees.

31-35

HENING
~H.

VOL. VI

1748 - 1755

XXXIV- An act for thw support of the clergy, and for the.regular col-

~ecting

and paying the parish levies : salary of ministers; time and man-

ner of laying the parish levy; provision for vacant parishes; how levy
to be collected and paid; provision for glebe lands and buildings; buildings upon glebe lands and buildings; buildings upon glebes to be kept
in repair bp: ministers; ministers' rights; vestries' right olfl presentation declared and limited.

88-90

:::H. XXXVIII- pr. III-IV- When a servant may, and when he may not,have
benefit of clergy upom conviction of

~ffenses.

Pr. XX- Negro, mulatto, or Indian who lifts his hand against a Christian white person, to have thirty lashes.

105

53. G.A., Feb. 27, 1752

CR. VI- An act fmr enlarging the church in the city of Williamsburg,
and purchasing an organ for it.

2:50

CH. XXI- Encouragement to foreign Protestants to settle along the Mississippi (see also CR. VI, G.A., Nov. 1, 1753, p. 355 )

258

CH. XXII- An act for dissolving the vestry of Frederick parish for corruption and misapplication of levies; provision for election of new
vestry therein.

259

CH. XXVIII- An act for dissolving the vestry of the parish of Nottoway,
due to illegal election, and provision for new election.

272

34. G.A., Nov. 1, 1753

CH. VI'I :

~~

IV- Baptism of slaves does not exempt them from bondage.

:557

IX- Negroes-, etc., may not have a Christian servant.

359

XIII- Rules as to women servants having bastard children,

360

XIV- No white to intermarry with a black or mulattm.

361

CH. VIII- An act for pa¥ing certain ministers one hundred pounds annually.
instead mf the salaries now allowed.

369-70

CR. XXI- An act to enable the vedtry of the parish of Blisland to sell

l

HENING
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1748 - 1755

a plantation and 200 acres of land in the said parish, and to buy communion plate and ornaments for the lower church in that parish, with
the purcgase money.

393

li5. G.A., May 1, 1755 .o~a..ek

CH. VI- An act for employing and better maintaining the poor by the
vestry of each parish : vestry to have power tp purchase or rent a tract
of land whereon to have a workhouse built, where beggars and able poor
people be sent to work, in exchange for their support by the parish;
vestry to have power to make ordinances relating to the poor in the
workhouse; able poor refusing to work not allowed to receive relief;
churchwardens to keep a register af the poor; poor to wear a badge.
415-478

CH. XVIII-, CR. XXIII, CH. XXIV, Dissolution of other vestries and new
elections •
VOLUr.lE VII

1756 - 1763

56. G.A., Ivlch. 25, 1756

CH. IU- An act for disarmmng papists and reputed papists refusing to
take the oaths to the government : When a person is known or suspected of

b~ing

a papist, to be tendered by justices of the peace the oaths

appointed by act of parliament to be taken instead of the oaths of allegiance and supremacy; may not possess arms nor ar.1munition other than
is allowed by justices for protection of their persons; justices may
order search and seizure of all arms possessed by papists; defaulting
or viola tin~ papists to be imprisoned and·· fined; those apprised of papists' holding arms and not reporting same, or ab.etting such papists,
to receive same pmnishment; persons exposing armed papists to receive
reward amounting to value of arms discovered;·if offender, desiring to
conform, takes prescribed oaths, ha will be discharged

of disabilities;

no papist to keep any horse above the value of 5 pounds to be sold,
under penalty of imprisonment and fine.

35-39

HENING

VOL. VI-I

175 6 - 1763'

5)'. G.A., Apr. 14, 1757

GH. XII- An act to explain appointment and resignation of vestrymen :
vestrymen may resign;

vac~ncy

to be supplied by election by remaining

vestrymen; those vestrymen elected to take oaths appointed by an act
of parliament, instead of the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, as
well as subscribing to a declanation prescribed by an act of

parl~a

ment (1 Gao. I, Oayhqof allegiance to @eorge I), and shall subscribe
to be conformable to the doctrine and discipline of the church of Eng land.

48.

G~A.,

13:2

Feb. 22), 1759

CH. XXI- An act for dissolving several vestries guilty of arbitrary, oppressive and illegal practises, and for holding a new election of

vest~

ries in thmse parishes; method of disqualification of vestrymen belonging to or. joining congregations dissenting from the church of Englandp
disqualified vestrymen may qualif_y for re-electio:m. upon besomihg a

com~

municant of the church of England; seven members the minimum to constitute a vestry; if less than seven qualified vestrymen, such vestry
to inform the General Assembly; seven members of the .ves:biry to constitute a quorum.

303

CH. XXX- An act for the better regulating Eaton's Charity Schoml : master~ appointed by trustees, subject to.examination by t~e minister of

that parish; restr icting admission of pupils to those who are in need
olfl charity.

3:,].7-321

59. Nov. 2, 1762

CH. I, pr. XIII- Quakers allowed to affirm rather than swear on oath in
regulating the elections of burgesses.
VOLUME VIII

522

1764 - 1773

60, cr.A., Jan. 12, 1764

CH. III- An act to empower the vestry of the parish of Slizabeth
to purchase and improve lots in the borough of Norfolk for

Rive~

tha·:~.use

of

. HENING
the

ministe~,

VOLUME VIII

1764 - 177'S

instead of a glebe, and to pay their minister's salary

in money instead of tobacco.

14-16

fjl.. G.A., Nov. 6, 17ffi6o

CH. XXI- In an act concerning the better regulating and disciplining
the militia, Quakers are among those exempted from militia duty; Quakers only ones exempted from providing arms; in case of invasion or insurrection, each Quaker ( all between 16 and 60 are enrolled) to serve
or provide an able substitute, under

penal~y

of heavy fine; a proviso

in the avt preventing discrimination against Quakers (int.) ; Quaker s,
in order to be exempted from military service, must furnish testimonials of their membership, in good standing, in the society. ·
CH. XXXIX- An act foE

.

242-243

exempting the minister and other parishioners of

St. James's parish, in Mecklenburg county, from the payment of ferriage on Sundays, court days, and general muster days, since they are
obliged to attend these meetings, thus punting them at an unfair dis257

advantage.
CH. X&VIII- An act for increasing the salary of a minister.
~2.

G.A., Nov. 7, 1769

PH.

XVII- An act

f~r

preventing and suppressing demoralizing private lot358

teries.
CH. XXVII-

267

Metho~

of proceeding to compel the fathers of bastard child-

ren,, .born of free single women, to indemnify the parish for the expense
of themr maintenance; th& woman not

compellab~e

to be

examine~

before

delivery; finr for having a bastard, but not to be whipped; master of
convict servant women to maintain their bastard children and provide
for their education, .etc., as for apprentices, being entitled to their
services until they are 21 (boys) or 18 (girls).
CH. XXXVI- Ch. XXXIX, G.A., 1766 (p. 257) , repealed.

374-377
392

CH. LIV- An act empowering the churchwardens and vestry of the parish
of Hungars, in Northampton county, to lease out certain lands, and ap-

HENING
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1764 - 1773

propriate the proceeds for the relief of aged, sick and

dis~bled

diana.

In-

415

CH. LXIII- Repeal of act for increasing the salarynof a minister ( CH.
XLVIII, G.A.,l766,p.267}
~3.

430

G.A., Feb. 10, 1772
CHL- An act to allow the minister of a certain parish the same salary
as other ministers are entitled to receive.
HENII\IG

VOLUME IX

610

1775 - 1778

As to the reliance of the colonists in rebellion on the Sovereign Disposer of All Events, see declaration of the convention in their Journal
of Dec. 13,1775 }.
PRDINANCES OF THE CONVENTIONS OF DELEGATES, during the Revolution and prior
Ito the a;doption of the first Virginia Constmtution on June 29, 1776 : the
,, INTERREGNUM

11 •

1. Convention of

Deleg~es

, July 17, 1775

CH. II- Articles of War :
Art.II- All soldiers recommended to attend diligently all divine services; penalties prescribed for indecent behavior or irreverence at
divine services.

3'6

Art.III- Same penalties as above on soldiers guilty of profamity, and
penalty prescribed for offdlcers for same; gaming, how punished.
·Art.LXXI- Chaplain guilty of infamous behavior to be discharged
office.

57
fr~m

48

2. Convention, Dec. 1, 1775

CH. V- Members of a certain vestry who have resigned request ed to resume offices•, if a certain number
refuse to do so, the vestry to bee
.
dissolved and a

ne~

one elected; qualifications for vestrymen hence-

forth (being tha first prescriptdlon of vestry qualifications since tha
break with the mother country): take oath to execute well their duties

2)7.

HENING

VOL. IX

1775 - 1778

as vestrymen and subscribe to be conformable to the doctrine and discipline of the church of England ( N.B. No oaths of allegiance or supremacy required ).
~

98

Convention, May 6, 1776
CH. I- A Declaration of Rights
Art. 16- Toleration in Religion :

11

That religion, or the duty which

we owe to our CREATOR, and the manner of discharging it, can be directed only by reason and conviction, not by force or violence, and
therefore all men are equally entitled to the free exercise

o~

relig -

ion, according to the dictates of conscience; and that it is th& mutual dmty of all,to practice Christian forbearance, love, and charity,
111

towards each other.

CH. XII- All overseers, quakers and menonists to be enrolled in militia,
but quakers and menonists exampted from attendance at·musters.

139

lCTS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMij.LIES, subsequent to the adoption of the Constitution om June 29, 1776.
~. G.A., October 6, 1776

CH. II- An act for exempting the different societies of Dissenters fr om
contributing to the suppo:tl'tt: and maintenanoe of the church as by law
established, and its ministers : Acts of parliament

punishin~

the hold-

img of religious opinions, not attending church, or exercising any mode
of worship, held invalid henceforth; all dissenters exempt from levies
for support of the established church and_its ministers; except, that
.

vestries are empo•er ed to levy for

arre~rs

of salary, prior contracts,

and provision for the poor; glebes, churches, ornaments, donations, perpetually raserved to the use of the parishes; solution of dispute as
to whether general assessment or voluntary contributions for the support
of the several denominations deferred tolater assembly; act providing
a fix•d salary for the clergy temporarily suspended, leaving support
of the clergy voluntary; lists of tithables, how taken, and penalties

HENIHG VOL. IX 1775-1778
28

r!r neglect of duty, ect. ·

164-167

CH •. XXV (Oct. 1776) Fees of Governor for marriage licenses abolit;hed
225

2, G. A., :Hay 5, 1777-

CH. !-Ministers of the gospel licensed to preach according to the rules
of their sect, who shall previously have taken an oath of fidelity to
the Commonwealth, are among those exempted from service in the militia.
267
CH. XVI-Compulsory levy for the s 1.pport of the clergy of the church of
England further suspended.

312

G. A., Oct. 20, 1777

CH. I-Quakers and menonists drafted for service in the militia to be
exempted from personal servtce; out expense of providing substitutes
for them to be defrayed by equitable assessrrent on the whole so.ciety
of quakers or menonists.

345

Baptists and Methodists privileged to serve under officers of their
own religion, the subordinate officers

be~~g

elected by them and the

superior off-'.cers being appointed by the Governor.

348

CH. XIII-An act for further suspending the payment of certain fixed
salaries for ministers of the church of

En~land

by parishes, in favor

of voluntary contrio11tions.
~.G.

387

A., May 4, 1778

CH. XVIII-Fixed. salaries of clergy f'lrther suspended (again suspended
CH. XXXVIII, Oct. 1778, p.578)

469

5. G. A., Oct. 5, 1778
CH. XXI-Religion of inhabitants of newly created county of Illinois
respected.

553

VOLUME X 1779-1781
6. N!ay 3, 1779

CH. VII-An act permitting those whose religious beliefs forbid tteir
taking oaths to be qualified by solemnities and forms in every case
where an

HENING VOL. X 1779-81

29

oath has heretofore· and-henceforth will be-required by law.

. 28

GH. XXXIX-Further suspension of payment of salaries of clergy

111

7• G. A. , Oct. 4, 1779
~

~H.

XXXVI-An act to repeal so much of the act for the Sll.pport. of the

clergy, and for the regular collecting and paying the parish levies,
as relates to the payment of the salaries by levies by vestry, heretofore given to the clergy of the church of England; provideQ. that
all debts or contracts as of Jan. l, 1777, arrears of salaries of
ministers, and provision for poor are to be paid by parish levies.
197
CH. XLII-An act to suppress excessive gaming:

contracts for paying

gaming debts void; conveyances to secure money, etc., won at gaming,
to enure to. the benefit of the loser·' s heir; penal ties on those who
play or bet at games or wagers; lotteries and raffling prohibited,
etc.

205-207

~. G. A., May 1 1 1780

CH. XII-Quakers or menonists drafted exempted form personal service,
but a substitute to be provided at the expense of the society, recoverable by distress on goods and chattels of assessed person, if he
refuses to pay.

(see also CH. XXXV, May 1780, p.314; CH. 111, Oct.

1780, p. 334; CH. XVIII, May 1781, P• 417)

261

CH. XXII-An act for electing a board of overseers of the poor, which
is to succeed to the powers and duties of vestries and churchwardens.
288-90.
¥• G. A., Oct. 16, 1780
CH. XVI-An act declaring what shall be a lawful marriage:

All Christ-

ians may legally be married according to the rules and usages of their
respective religious societies (former marriages by dissenting ministers confirmed); provided, tl1at the marriage oe not L1cestuous according to the former law, and that no marriages (except between quakers
and menonists) without license or P'tblication of banns; penalties and
fees prescribed and limited; certificates of all marriages to be re-

~·

HENING ·VOL. X

3o.

1779 - 81

turned to the clerk of the court and Decorded, and penalty for not
doing so; county courts to license dissenting ministers who may marry,
not exceeding four of one sect per county.

VOLUltiE XI

10. G.A., May

361-3

1782 - 1784

6, 1785

CH. III- Quakers and menonists exempted from personal military service
upon paying 14 pounds.

18

~l.

G.A., May 5, 1783

~H.

XIV- An act to repeal so mmch of any act or acts of assembly as subject
the people called quakers and menonists to penalties or disabilities
for non- juring (see May 1777, c. 3)

252

CH. XXXV- An act to authorize certain laymen to perform marriage ceremony if parties produce a license or certificate of publication of
banns; how publication of the banns shall be made; fees and penalties;
certain former marriages performed by magistrates and. others are confirmed; provided that no incest nor polygamy be allowed.

281

12, G.A., May 3, 1784

CH. XXII- Quakers exempted from attending musters, provided they produce testimonials of their being members in good

standing of that

society.

389

13. G.A., Oct. 18, 1784

Ch. VI- Overseers of the poor to be elected in those counties where the
sheriffs have failed to hold elections.

· 432

CH. XXXVII- An act to regulate the solemnization of marriages ( a general procedure): By any ordained minister, upon the presentation by
the parties of a license, according to the for1ns and customs of his
church, provided the minister produces credentials granted by

coun~y

court upon his taking oathof allegiance and furnishing in bonds; testimonials for performing marriage not to be granted to itinerant minist-

'31.

RENING M VOL. XI

•

1779 - 81

ers; quakers, menonists, and similar Christian smcieties may unite in
matrimony according to the regulations of their societies;. former marriages,. except where incestuous or polygamous, declared valid; fees
and pemaltie:s prescribed; register of all marriages preserved by clerk
~-

of county ( based partly upon " Concerning Marriages ", 1748).

503.-5

CR. XLIX- An act for incorporating the Protestant Episcopal Church :
.

.

Corporate powers, procedtme; questions decided by a majority of votes;
meetings of society, how convnned; power of appointing and

removin~

of-

ficers; vestries, how1 elected; qualiflcations of electors of vestrymen;
mode of conducting elections; appointment of churchwardens; vacancies,
how supplied; inventory of property and amount of revenue to be triennially exhibited tm county court; if revenue of any church exceeds
800 pounda

per annum, the court to report same to General Assembly;

Church released from all restnaints imposed by former laws; all existing vestrmea dissolved, and the church, in cmnvention, to regulate its
own religi'ous concerns, discipline and worship; convention has power of
removing ministers; vestries to lay levies to prmvide f or the poor.
532-537

VOLUME XII

R4.

1789 - 1788

G.A., Oct. 17, 1785
CR. IV- Overseers of the poor, elected triennially, to take over powers
of vestries, they being dissolved; also pov1ers of churchwardens relating to bastards transferred to overseers of the poor.,

27-30

• XXXIV- An act for establishing religious freedom : (The p~eamble being
a very eloquent and lrigiaal citation of reasons for the pas~age of the
act); No man compelled to frequent or support or suppoDt any religi0us
worship, nor suffer in any way on account of his religious beliefs; all
free to profess and by argument to maintain their religious bpinions,
without such in any way affecting their civil capacities; declaration
(not a provision) that the rights asserted by this act, although by law

HENING

-tV.

VOL. XII-

1785 -1788

they may be rescinded, are the natural rights of man, and any law repealin~

this ·act or narrowing its application, is an infringement of

natural right.

84-86

CH. XXXVII- An act to authorize the election of! certain vestrmew;, provis·ion made in the incorporation act concerning same having been p:Devented from belimg carried out in certain parishes within the limited
time provided by the same.

93

CH. CXI- Minister and elders of the German Lutheran Church authorized
to raise money by a lottery to

con~lete

a church; also, avestry empow-

ered to do the same.
~5.G.A.,

228

Oct. 16, 1786

hH. XII- An act to repeal the act for incorporat ing the PDotestant Epis"opal Church, and

securimgto~~

each religious soeiety its propert y , and

uthorizing it to regulate its own discipline by appointing
ording to the rules of its

~ect,

ac-

trus~ee~,

to manage such property.

266

CH. XVII- An act amendimg the act to elect overseers of.the poor,somewhat extending their powers and duties, and defining and enlarging
the jurisdiction of the county courts in relation to the poor.
CE. LIV- No efficer to arrest any licensed

273-5

minister while such mini-

ster is holding religious services; any person maliciously disturbing
any congregation in place of religious worship to be restrained by any
justice present and imprisoned in default odi two securities; any person found working, or employing any other, at works not of necessity
or charity to be fined ten shillings for each offense, each person so
employed and each day so employed constituting a distinct offense.
CH. XLVIII- An act to amend the act concerning the poor.

33€

573

a6, G.A., June 2;3, 178B

CR. XXXII- Degrees of consanguinity, witliin which marriages are prohibited, prescribed.

688

CR. XXXIV- Bigamy and polygamy defined and made punishable by death. 691

HENING

VOL. XII

1785 -

~788

GH. XLVII- Trustees of the property of the Protestant Episcopal Church
to be considered successors to former vestries, \Vi th same power of holding and managing all property vested in themj

705

GH. LIII- Trustees of religious societies to collest balances du e to
parishes for arrearages.

VOLUME XIII
~7.

713

1789 - 1792

G.A., Oct. 19, 1789
CH.XXII- Benefit of clergy deprived of principals in the first and second degrees of murder, bnrglary, arson ay connnon law:, wilful burning
of certain public buildings of prescribed classes, etc.; also deprived
of accessories before the fact in certain prescribed cases, similar to
"the above; when benefit of the clergy allowed, unless expressly taken
awa'Y by act of assembly; females on par with males in receiving benefit;
slaves on par with free negros and mulatt~s in receiving benefit; benefit not deprived of any person guilty of any offense which is expnessly allowed to such offense by previous acts, nor allowed to any person
guilty of any offense whichis expre:ssly taken away by any act of assem30-2

blyj

CH.LXXIX- Prescribing the mode of procedure in securing a dissolutiom
of marriage of one woman with a husband guilty of desertion and adultery. (seemingly an early form of divorce)

97

18. G.A., Oct.18,1790
CH.LIX- An act authorizing and requiring the trustees of the Protestant
Episcopal Church to sell the glebe lands ·in the cou~ty of Hardy, and
for other purposes therein mentioned.

189

CH.XLII- Prescribing a similar procedure {see Vol. XIJJ; CH.LXXIX, p.97
above) in securing a dissolution of marriage of ohe man with a wife
guilty of desertion and adultery.

227

(Another case of dissolution of marriage,on slightly different

!"/.

HENING

· VOL. XIII

1789 - 92

grounds, is provided for in CH.LVII, OCT.l791, p.301 infra ) •
• G.A., Out. 17, ·1791· · . ···.
CH. LXIX- An act authorizing lotteries for the benefit of the Episcopal
Society in building and repairing certain churches and glebes.

SHEPHERD'S STATUTES AT LARGE (New Series) VOL. I

314

1792 - 1795

• G.A., Octl, 1792
CH. 18- Attachment against absconding debtors may be issued and served
40

on the Sabbath
CH. 19- Sheriff not to serve processes on Sunday exce,pt in cases of
treason, felony, riot, breach of the peace, and prison esa:apes.

46

CH. 34- An act reducmng into one the several acts to prevent unlawful
gaming ( In effect, the same as previously, with minor variations
lOS-10

and additions ).

CH. 38- An actmaking the crime of buggery a felony:, punishable by death
withput benefit of clergy.
CH. 42- An act to regulate the solemnization of marriages, prohibiting
such as are incestuous or otherwise unlawful; to prevent forcible and
secret marriages; and for

p~nishment

of the crime of bigamy ( being a

summary of foregoing laws with the following variations and additions :
fee of minister for performing marriage ceremony to be no more than one
dollar, and a fine to be exacted from a minister, clerk, or reader for
refusing to marry, publish bans, or exactingmore than legal fees; big'
amy made a felony, punishable as such; femony to take any woman or woman child unlawfully against her will, punishable by imprisonment

~.

130-6.

CH. 47- Taking away benefit of clergy in certain prescribed offenses. 147
CH. 65- Rape of any woman and carnal knowledge of any girl under ten a
felony, punishable by deathnwithout benefit of clergy.

178

CH. 72- An act for the effectual suppression of vice, and punishing
the disturbers of religious worship and Sabbath breakers : punishment

~5.

SREPR~RD'S

New Series of STATUTES AT LARGE

VOL.I

17~2 ~ 95

83 tj, fine per offense) for profane swearing, cursing and drunkenness;
no licensedminister to be arrested while performing divine service; anyperson disnurbing a congregation to be arrested and bound to good behavior;

w 1.67

fine per offense of laborins or employing labor not of nec-

essitous character on

Sund~y;

~P

20 and

~

10 fine for adulterers and forn-

icators, respectively.
1. G.A.,

Oc~.

192-3

21, 1793

Ch. I, Sect. 14- Quakers and menonists ib. good standing exempted from
actual service in militia, provided they furnish a satisfactory substitute.

204

;2. G.A., Nov. 11, 1794

CR. 15- An amendment tothe act concerning

~arriage,

providing that in

two certain counties the county courts may appoint two persons, in
the absence of ordained ministers, who are to have the powers, duties,
and fees of ministers, as regards performing matrimony.

. 300-1

23. G.A., Nov. 10, 179~

CR. 1-w Minist,Jrs of the gospcll exempted from actual militia duty; also
quakers and menonists, under aforementio1'ed conditions.
VOLUME II ( New Series )

24.

~.A.,

345

l'/96 - 1802

Nov. 8, 1796

CR. 2- First degree murder the only crime hereafter to be punishable
by death; benefit of clergy done away with entirely.

1, 8

CR. 28- Benefit of act allowing certain appointees of county courts to
perform nmtrimony in the absence of ordained ministers, extended to two
othercounties; certain provisions as to the oehbification by the clerk
that bond and permission of parents for marriage have been given,repealed.

( There follow after this act mahy more extending to other count-

ies who have no regular ordained minister the privilege of making such
appointments. Since these acts are almost identical in content and are

SHEPHERD'S New-Series VOLUME II 1796-1802

36

of no-particular-individual interest except-as a part of the whole·
series, they will not hereafter be
~5.

indiv:d~alJy

indicated).

36

G. A., Dect. 3, 1798

CH. I-So much of any act as exempts quakers and menonists from mustering (underscoring mine) is repealed•

143

CH. 9-Restatement of the construction of the Bill of Rights and the
Constitution, concerning the CQmplete divorcement of any sovernment
of

religio~s

sects or societies from the civil government, and the

repeal of all acts which have assumed, or have seemed to admit, that
the civil government has any connection with an ecclesiastical government; these acts repealed are:

act for exempting dissenters from

support of the church, act for repeal of act allowing fixed salaries
to ministers of established church, var:to'lS acts for incorporating
religious sects or bestowing certain powers upon trustees thereof;
the subject of religion, as tn the Bill of Rights, to be referred en149

tirely to conscience.

(But there follow after this act several acts authorizing the
sale of certain glebe lands, all of which lead up to the following act:-)
26. G. A., Dec. 7, 1801
CH. 5-All property, previously oy lnw uelonging to the vestries, etc.,
according to a .principle tacitly recognized in the reconstruction of
the Act for ReligiOllS Freedom, devolved to the state; therefore, the
over~eers

of the poor shall have authority to sell all vacant glebe

lands and those whose incumbents shall subsequently decease, and pay
debts due from parishes and a0propriate the proceeds as a majority
of the freeholders of said parishes shall direct

~

election, provid-

ed that the proceeds shall not be appropriated to any religious purpose whatsoever; churches and church yards and their contents to remain intact, as well as certain private donations; incumbents not to
commit waste ~n glebe lands, nor remove the personal

SHEPHERD'S New -Series VOL ... II 1796-1802

37

property-,- and-must pay. debts for the use of the church; compensation
to overseers in such transactions.

314

CH. 21-Penalty for dealing (commercially) with slaves on the Sabbath
day
~7.

a.

326
A. , Dec. 6 , 1802

CH. 35-To amend the acts to prevent gaming, to the end that they be
more speedily and effectively executed, in order to check the "general corruption of the morals of youth" (preamble), certain technical procedure prescribed.

428-31

CH. 64-An act dissolving a marriage, on grounds of illegitimate issue
from the wife, within five months after the marriage, of a mulatto
458

child;

28.

a.

(an identical case in Vol. III (N. s.), CH. 6, p.26)
VOLUME I I I 1803-1807
A., Dec. 5 1 1803

CH. I-All ministers of the gospel exempted from militia duty, but no
quakers nor menonists, explicitly nor (it seems) implicitly, exempted.
6

29.

a.

A., Dec. 2, 1805

CH. 4-Quakers and menonists excepted in cases of exacting fines for
refusing to receive arms or equipment of militia, or to 6ive receipt
208

therefor.

(But in act passed in Decemoer 1806, no mention is made of quakers
or menonists

~eing

excepted in the same cases-no repeal being

mentioned either).
CH. 30-Quakers, menonists and d•mkers not compelled to receive arms.
307
AG'rS OF ASSEMBLY 1808-1815
30. G. A., Dec. 2, 1811
CH. XXV-Ministers of the gospel residing in adjoining states authorized to celebrate the rites of matrimony in this state, provided he produces credentials of ordination, etc.; such ministers not to be
required to

ACT--OF ASSEMBLY 1808-1815

38

take oath of allegiance- to this-commonweal-th.CH. XI, G. A., Dec. 6, 1813:

34

provision which excludes persons furnish-

ing substitutes to the militia from certain advantages.

38

51. G. A-., Dec. 6, 1813

CH. LVII-An act

incorpor~ting

the Bible Society of Virginia, "for the

gratuitous dissemination of the Holy dcriptures to the poor of this
country and to the Heathen"

120

32. G. A., Oct. 10, 1815
CH~

VI- "In ascertaining what shall be considered as the majority of a

class authorlzed to act under this law, those members of the class
belonging to the sects of Quakers, lVlenonists, or Dunkards, whose
religious tenets prevent them from acting at all in relation to military subjects-, shall not be counted."

45

33 •. G. _-A., Dec. l, 1817

CH.

XVIII~Amending

the act for solemnization of marriases by pre-

scribing procedure and allowing the jurisdiction to Superior Co11rts,
etc. (Repealed mch. 3, 1819)
34. G. A.,

D~c.

18

6, 1819

CH. CXV-An act to perpetuate the tr 11st of certain lands belonging to
the Society of Friends, by appointing tr11stees and providing for per91

petual S1lccession of trustees.
REVISED CODE 0} 1819 VOL. I

c.
c.

~

c.

32

Sect. 16:

Bill of Rights; Declaration of religious toleration.

32

31. The act for establishing Religious Freedom (1785)
(a)

77

The act repealing certain laws concerning the legislature's power

over religious bodies, and to declare _the construction of the Bill
·of Righta and the Constitution, concerning religio~. (1798)

c. 3~b)The

78

act concerning the resumption and sale of glebe lands and

churches within the Gornmonwea l th • ( 1801) •

79

REVISED CODE OF l819.VOL. I

39

1. 106. An -act to. reduce into one the several acts to reg,ll.a te- the solemn-.
ization of marriages, prohibiting such as are incestuous or otherwlse
unlawful; to prevent forcible and stolen marriages; and for the punLshment of the crime of bigamy. (Summary of 1730, 1748, 1792).

393

(G. 158. An act for reducing into one act the several acts declaring the
punishment irr case of rape (1819)

c.

585

159. Act declaring the punishment of the crime of buggery (1819) 586)

J. 172. An act concerning the benefit of clergy (1789)

(On the establishment

of the penitentiary system, the Denefit of clergy was abolished in respect to free persons; this act is, therefore, now (1819) only
applicable to slaves. R.

c.

1819,

c.

171, p. 618)

632

ACTS OF ASSEMBLY
(Law concerning rape, 1824, P• 22)
Dec. 6, 1826, G. A.
Superior Courts of Chancery given jurisdiction to grant divorce upon
presentation of certain petitions and evidence.

21

G. A., Dec. 7, 1829
CH.48. An act to incorporate the trustees of Randolph Macon College:
Establishment of a theological professorship prohibited.

38

35. Convention of 1830.
Article of Religious Freedom included in Bill of Right·s prefixed to
revised Constitution.

4

36. G. A., Dec. 6, 1830
CH. XXXV-Ministers assigned to certain posts or circuits may secure
testimonials to perform rites of matrimony.

102

CH. XL-So much of a former act as inflicted whipping upon offend~r who
defaulted fines for swearing., drunkenness, etc, is repealed.
37. G. A., Dec. 5, 1831

108

'/0.

o.

ACTS OJ? ASSEMBLY
CR.· XXIX}' Where father or guardian of person under twenty-one desiring
marriage license is dead, consent of mother suffictent to authorize
issuance.

27

• G.A., Jan. 7, 1839
CR. 12. An act legalizing devises and bequests to trustees

~or

the estab-

lishment or endowment of any unincorporated school, academy, or college;
provided that said institutfuons shall become incorporated within two
years after the date of probatmon of such will; devises to,theologiaal

:tl

seminaries declared invalid.

OR. 184. An act to incorporate the trustees of Emory and Henry College
I'ilajori ty of trustees of the institution at no time to consist of any
one religious denomination, and religious opinions not to disqualify
for office. No religious denomination to establish at any time a theologiaal schoilil or professorship in connection with this college. 136
( 1839,0H.74- act prescribing procedure agafunst bigamy between parties
marryimg out of state.

46 )

39. G.A., Dec.2, 1839

OH. 115.

An act incorporating the trustees of Richmond College :estab-

lish1nent of theological profedsorship prohibited.
OR. 116. An act incorporating the trustees of Bethany College
ment of theolo_gical professorship prohibited.

94
establish96

40. G,A., Dec. 1, 1840
CH •• An act giving circuit courts jurisdiction to grant divorces when a
cause is proved for which marriage is annulled by the ecclesiastical
law.

78

OR. 147. In incorporation of two auademies , establishment of theological
professorship by any religious denomination prohibited.

91

41. G.A., Dec. 6, 1841
OR. 102 •. Trustees of religtous congregations may hold property conveyed
or devised to the congregation, and may sue and be sued for congregat-

u.

ACTS OF ASSEl',U3LY

ions, within· limita, and only for public worship, reliGious, or other instruction, burial ground and residence of minister.

60

42. G.A., Dec. 4, 1843
CH. 1. Ministers of the gospel exempted from tax on income derivDd from
clerical services. ( Also 1844, etc.)

7

43. G.A., Dec. 2, 1844
CH. 67. Consent of father or guardian to marriage of infant not required
to be under seal ( see 1 R,C. 1819, C.l06 s. 16, p.398)

59

CH. 119. No theological professorship to be establisged in connection with
11ar shall Academy.
CH. 120. Nor

a~

103

Virginia Collegiate Institute.

104

44. G.A., Dec. 7, 1846
CH. Congregations enabled to compel trustees properly to execute trusts,
through one or more of congregation being able to bring suit against
trustees in ordinarymanner
ion

p~rties

~

without making any members of the congregat-

defendant.

66

45. G.A., Dec. 6, 1847
CH. 1. Ministers of the gospel exempt from taxation.

8

CH. VIII- Offenses against chastmty, morality and decency cited, and punishment therefor : including adultery and fornication, polygamy, lascivious cohabitation, keeping a house of ill fame, imparting, printing, etc.,
obscene books or prints, disturbing religious worship, Sabbath breaking,
etc. ( Search warrants allowed

112

160

CH. 122 An act prescrmbing general

reGu~ations

to govern applications

for divorees a vinculo matrimonii :- Jurisdiction of circuit courts to
authorize one or both parties to remarry.

124

CH. XI- Benefit of clergy abolished.
CH. XII-13. Any slave who shall

pr'-~mch,

165

exhort or conduct any meeting for

·religious or other purposes, shall for every such offense be punished

.

by stripes not exceeding thirty-nine. (see also p.l20- "unlawful assemb-

ACTS OF ASSEMBLY

42.-.

lies").
CH. 121. Provisions concerning marriages:- Acts requiring consent of parents or guardian attestable by one witness; marriages· after publication
of banns not lawful.

165

REVIS~D

CODE OF 1849

BILL OF RIGHTS, clause on Deligion

34

Constitution of Virginia (1830) : Ministers ineligible to election to either house of the General Assembly.
Provision concerning religion

40
40, 41

CH.XXXV- No tax assessed or collected on church propertY.

185

CH. XLIX- Ministers privileged from arrest while performing religious services &c.

250

ACT for Establishing Religious Freedom
CH. LXXVII-Of Church

Prope~ty

358-3'60

and Benevolent Associations : Appropriation

of the: p:Eoperty held by the Episcopal Church before the Revolution; provision as to donations; proper,ty acquired by chtmches since the Revolution
to be

vest~d

in trustees, and their successors, appointed by the circuit

couDt; conveyances, devise and dedications to churches to be valid; Such
trustees may sue and be sued; limitatipn of property church may own; memberLof congregation may sue trustee to compel him to apply property to the
benefit of the congregation.

362

CH. CXCVI- Of offensws against Morality and Decency (repetition of Ch. VII,
p. 11,

~847-48).

739

CH. CXCVIII- Negroes prohibited from assembling for religious worship. 747
CH. CXCIX*Sect.

4~1-

No plea of benefit of clergy allowed in prosecut!on of

criminals.

750

1852
CH. 1- Church prop:er,ty· exempt from taxation; also ministers.

3- -5

CH. 99- An act to authorise the circuit courts to direst the sale of church

· AG!llS OF- ASSEMBLY -

43 •..

puoperty. " ••• vVhenever any religious congregation for whose use a conveyance, devise or dedication of land has bee lawfully made, shall deem that
their interests will be promoted by a sale of such land, it shall be lawful
for any member of such congregation, in his name, and on behalf of the other members thereof, to prosecute a suit in equity for that purpose in the
circuit court ••• against the trustees, or the survivors of them in whom
the legal title may be; and it shall be lawful for such court, if a proper
case be made, and the court be of opinion that the rights of others will
1

not be violated thereby, to order the sale of such land, and make such disposition of the proaeeds thereof as the congregation may desire.
11

2. No member of the 6ongregation need be made a defendant totsuch suit,

but any_ member thereof may voluntarily enter himself as such and contest
the same."

80

Bill of Rights re-enacted, along with the revised Constitution, drafted by
322

the Convention of 1851.
CONSTITUTION

33Q

15.Religious liberty guaranteed
32. General Assembly "shall not grant a charter of incorporation to any

church or religious denomination, but may secure the title to church prope:rty to an extent to be limited by law."

332

35. "The General Assembly shall confer on the courts .the power to grant divorces ••• but shall not, by speciaJ legislation' grant relief in such cases;
or in any other case of which the courts or other tribunals may have jurisdiction.
1852- 1853

CH. 344- No theological professorship to be established at Roanoke College.

239

1853 - 1854
107

CH.1An act incorporating the Protestant Episcopal Theologiaal Seminary and
High School in Virginia ( passed Feb. 28, 1854).

65.
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